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Abstract

Bayesian inference and rough set theory provide two approaches to data analysis.

There are close connections between the two theories as they both use probabilities to

express uncertainties and knowledge about data. Several proposals have been made

to apply Bayesian approaches to rough sets. This thesis draws results from two prob-

abilistic rough set models, namely, decision-theoretic rough set models (DTRSM) and

confirmation-theoretic rough set models (CTRSM) to propose a new Bayesian rough

set model (BRSM) for cost-sensitive ternary classification. I argue that although the

two classes of models share many similarities in terms of making use of Bayes’ theorem

and a pair of thresholds to produce three regions, their semantic interpretations and

hence intended applications are different. By integrating the two, I propose a unified

model of Bayesian rough sets and apply the model to develop ternary classification.

In developing the Bayesian rough set model, I focus on three fundamental issues,

namely, the interpretation and calculation of a pair of thresholds, the estimation of

probabilities, and the interpretation of the three regions used by rough set theory.

Email spam filtering is used as a real world application to show the usefulness of the

proposed model. Instead of treating email spam as a binary classification problem, I

argue that a three-way decision approach will provide a way that is more meaningful to

users for precautionary handling of their incoming emails. Three email folders instead

of two are produced in a three-way spam filtering system. A suspected folder is added
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to allow users to further examine suspicious emails, thereby reducing the misclassifi-

cation rate. In contrast to other ternary email spam filtering methods, my approach

focuses on issues that are less studied in previous work, that is, the computation of

required thresholds to define the three email categories and the interpretation of the

cost-sensitive characteristics of spam filtering. Instead of having the user supply the

thresholds based on their intuitive understanding of the intolerance for errors, I sys-

tematically calculate the thresholds based on the decision-theoretic rough set model.

The cost of making the decision is interpreted as the loss function for Bayesian deci-

sion theory. The final decision is made by choosing the possible decision for which the

overall cost is minimum. Experimental results on several benchmark datasets show

that the new approach reduces the error rate of misclassifying a legitimate email to

spam and demonstrates a better performance from a cost perspective.

Finally, I propose and investigate two extensions of the basic model. One con-

cerns multi-class classification and the other concerns multi-stage ternary classifica-

tion. These two extensions make the model more applicable to solving real world

problems.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I discuss the scope, goal, methodology and contributions of the thesis.

I identify several difficulties with binary classifications, give motivations for introduc-

ing ternary classification, and propose a cost-sensitive model of ternary classification

by combining rough sets and Bayesian inference.

1.1 Difficulties with Binary Classification

In data mining and machine learning, classification is a typical example of supervised

learning [58]. Given a collection of objects (i.e., a training set), where each object

is described by a set of attributes and one of the attributes is the class, the goal of

classification is to find a model for the class attribute as a function of the values of

the other attributes such that previously unseen objects will be assigned to a class

as accurately as possible. In supervised learning, we provide the algorithms with a

set of inputs and their correct answers (classes); the algorithm learns the associations
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between the inputs and the outputs.

Many classification problems have been treated as binary classifications. Even

when the class attributes in a classification problem have more than two values (multi-

class), it can be translated into a binary classification. Learning methods, such as

decision trees [50, 71, 72], support vector machines [1, 12], and neural networks [87],

are suitable for learning binary classifiers. In binary classification, the class attribute

of the training set has two values (i.e., the actual class). The classifier assigns one

of the two classes (i.e., the predicted class) to each object based on its properties.

For example, in a medical decision-making process, assume that a patient either has a

disease (i.e., in the class) or does not have the disease (i.e., not in the class), a classifier

needs to predict whether a patient has the disease based on his/her symptoms. This

simple formulation has a few limitations.

First, binary classification requires a definite decision. However, for many real

world tasks, it is difficult to make definite decisions. For instance, a doctor may

not be able to make a positive diagnosis right away when a patient’s symptoms are

insufficient to support a particular disease. Instead of making a decision that could

produce faulty results, a better choice is to perform diagnostic tests to collect more

evidence. Many real world decision-making problems become easier and more efficient

by adding a third option.

Second, one goal of a typical classification learning algorithm is to minimize the

number of misclassified examples [27, 58, 71, 72]. This goal may not be appropriate

if the costs of different types of misclassification vary. It may be preferable to in-

corporate such costs into the classification process. Cost-sensitive learning is one of
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the challenging problems in the current stage of data mining and machine learning

research [2,18,19,42]. As an example of different kinds of classification errors having

different costs, in medical diagnosis, not treating a cancer patient could cause death

or injury. On the other hand, resources will be wasted and harm will be done by

unnecessarily treating a patient who does not have cancer. In credit card fraud detec-

tion, failure to detect fraud could be very expensive; again resources will be wasted

for investigating non-fraud. Therefore, the goal of cost-sensitive learning is to mini-

mize the expected cost of misclassification. This may be difficult to achieve in binary

classifications because a forced definite decision may come with a larger cost.

1.2 Motivations of Ternary Classification

In order to address the limitations of binary classification, a cost-sensitive three-way

decision approach is proposed in this thesis. The main advantages of adding a third

option are explained by the following two examples.

Example 1 Consider a story given in the book by Savage [26, 81]. “Your wife has

just broken five good eggs into a bowl when you come in and volunteer to finish making

the omelet. A sixth egg, which for some reason must either be used for the omelet or

wasted altogether, lies unbroken beside the bowl. You must decide what to do with this

unbroken egg.”

Consider first a binary-decision scenario, namely, to break it into the bowl contain-

ing the other five, or to throw it away without inspection. Depending on the state of

the egg, each of these two actions will have some consequences and they are given by
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the following 2 × 2 pay off matrix:

Good Rotten

Break into bowl six-egg omelet no omelet, and five good

eggs destroyed

Throw away five-egg omelet, and one five-egg omelet

good egg destroyed

If the sixth egg is good and you made the right decision by breaking it into the bowl,

your wife will be happy to see a finished six-egg omelet. If the sixth egg is bad and

you made the right decision of throwing it away, your wife will still be happy to see

a finished five-egg omelet. Wrong decisions cost much more. In one case, if the sixth

egg is good but you throw it away, one good egg will be wasted. In the worst case,

the sixth egg is bad but you break into the bowl, five good eggs will be destroyed,

and you had better think about how to explain your decision to your wife. In binary

decision-making, each action comes with the cost of ruining some good eggs.

Is there a better way of doing this? A better choice would be not to break the sixth

egg into the bowl or throw it away, but to break it into a saucer for inspection. By

adding this third action, the consequence changed to the following 3×2 pay off matrix:
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Good Rotten

Break into bowl six-egg omelet no omelet, and five good

eggs destroyed

Throw away five-egg omelet, and one five-egg omelet

good egg destroyed

Break into saucer six-egg omelet, and a five-egg omelet, and a

saucer to wash saucer to wash

By further examining the state of the sixth egg, the cost is reduced from ruining good

eggs to washing a saucer.

A similar three-way decision making process is used in both the omelet example

and the previous medical example, where the doctor needed to decide whether to

treat the patient, not treat the patient, or perform diagnostic tests to collect more

information [62]. We can extend this three-way process to general decision-making

problems for making acceptance, rejection, or deferment decisions.

Example 2 In spam filtering systems, there are two actual classes of email (i.e.,

legitimate and spam) and the spam filter needs to decide whether to accept a new

email as legitimate or reject it as spam. As shown in Figure 1.1-(a), assume that the

filter uses a discriminant function f(x) with 0 ≤ f(x) ≤ 1 to measure the legitimacy

of email x and then compares the value of f(x) with a threshold γ to decide whether

to accept or reject the email.

If the value of f(x) is close to 1, the spam filter is more likely to accept x as

legitimate. If the value of f(x) is close to 0, the spam filter is more likely to reject

x as spam. If the value of f(x) is neither close to 1 nor close to 0 (e.g., f(x) = 0.5),
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Reject Accept

1.0 f(x)0

1.0 f(x)!

(b)

" 0

AcceptDeferReject

(a)

Figure 1.1: (a) Binary spam filtering with a single threshold. (b) Ternary spam

filtering with a pair of thresholds.

it is difficult to decide whether to accept or reject x. In other words, if a forced

binary-decision is made, neither decision will be ideal.

A better choice would be neither to accept nor to reject email x, but to in-

stead make a further examination by collecting additional information. As shown

in Figure 1.1-(b), when the value of f(x) is in between a pair of thresholds α and β

(i.e., β < f(x) < α), x will be classified into the suspected folder. A pair of thresh-

olds is used in three-way classification to produce three email folders instead of two.

The first threshold α determines whether it is necessary for a re-examination and the

second threshold β determines whether to reject the email. Three-way email filtering

is especially useful when users view their emails under a time constraint. They may

view the accepted folder immediately, delay the processing of suspected folders, and

delete the rejected folder without viewing.

Three-way decision making, also known as ternary classification has been studied

and applied in fields such as medical decision-making [54, 62, 83], social judgement
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theory [86], hypothesis testing in statistics [105], management sciences [30, 109], and

peering review process [106]. For instance, Wald [105] considered a sequential hypoth-

esis testing model, in which a pair of thresholds is used for accepting a hypothesis,

rejecting a hypothesis, or further testing based on two thresholds on probability values.

Pauker and Kassirer [62] proposed a threshold approach to clinical decision making.

A pair of a “testing” threshold and a “test-treatment” threshold on probability is

used, with testing threshold determining whether to perform a diagnostic test on a

patient, and the test-treatment threshold determining whether to treat the patient

immediately. Robinson [77] suggested adding a boundary region marked unsure in

email spam filtering problem, in addition to the binary legitimate/spam classification

results to reduce the misclassification error. Similar approaches can also be found

in many other fields and disciplines, such as data warehouse [92], information re-

trieval [49], Bayesian significant tests in statistical process control [109], and decision

making in environment management [30]. A theory of three-way decision making was

recently proposed by Yao [123].

1.3 Overview of the Proposed Approach

The proposed cost-sensitive ternary classifier is constructed by drawing connections

between two well-known data analysis tools, namely, Bayesian inference and rough

set theory.

Bayesian inference offers a collection of statistical methods for data analysis [6,8].

In Bayesian data analysis, a priori probability is used to capture our belief about an
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event or a hypothesis before observing the evidence or data, and Bayes’ theorem is used

to update the a priori probability into an a posteriori probability through a likelihood

function when evidence becomes available. A classifier based on Bayesian methods

usually makes binary decisions by choosing the class with the higher a posteriori

probability.

Pawlak rough set theory provides another approach to data analysis [63, 64]. It

is a method for discovering knowledge based on approximating a crisp set (i.e., con-

ventional set) in terms of a pair of sets called the lower and upper approximations of

the set or equivalently three regions. Probabilistic rough set models [68, 89–91, 116,

124, 125, 147] consider a pair of thresholds on probabilities for defining probabilistic

approximations. Based on set approximations, the object space can be divided into

three regions, called the positive region, the negative region and the boundary re-

gion. Decision rules generated from these three regions can be used to build a ternary

classifier.

A number of proposals have been made to apply Bayesian approaches to rough

sets. Yao et al. [116,124,125] proposed a decision-theoretic rough set (DTRS) model,

in which the pair of thresholds can be systematically calculated based on the well

established Bayesian decision theory. Ślȩzak and Ziarko [89–91] proposed a Bayesian

rough set (BRS) model and a rough Bayesian model to explicitly use Bayes’ theorem

in formulating a probabilistic rough set model. In a series of papers [33,65,66], Pawlak

used Bayes’ theorem to explain the probabilistic relationship between conditions and

decisions in decision rules. Each of these studies focuses on a specific perspective on

Bayesian approaches to rough sets. The implications of Bayesian decision theory and
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Bayesian inference for rough sets have not been fully explored.

The main advantages of combining Bayesian inference and rough sets for data

analysis are given below. We can apply the probabilistic and statistical methods

provided by Bayesian inference to quantify uncertainty in data and determine the

class with the lowest expected cost; in the same framework, we can extend binary

decision-making to ternary decision-making based on the three probabilistic regions

defined in rough set theory.

1.4 Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, a cost-sensitive approach is introduced by fully exploring the implica-

tions of Bayesian decision theory and Bayesian inference for rough set theory. More

precisely, the results from decision-theoretic rough set models are used to interpret

and compute a pair of thresholds based on Bayesian decision theory, with the aid of

more practically operable notions such as cost, risk, benefit etc.; the techniques used

in existing Bayesian rough set models are adopted and extended to estimate proba-

bility based on Bayes’ theorem and inference; and a framework of three-way decisions

is used to interpret rules from the three regions for building ternary classifiers. The

main contributions are summarized below.

A Complete Model of Bayesian Rough Sets

In the existing studies on Bayesian approaches to rough sets, attention has been

mainly paid to mathematical constructions and formal properties of various notions,
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but the semantic of these models has not been explicitly studied and made clear.

Although phrases such as “rough Bayesian model” and “Bayesian rough sets” have

been introduced and used in the literature, the implications of Bayesian decision

theory and Bayesian inference for rough sets have not been fully explored. In this

thesis, a complete model of Bayesian rough sets is introduced.

A Framework for Building Cost-Sensitive Ternary Classifiers

The three regions defined in rough set theory provide a formal way to model the

three-way decisions for building ternary classifiers, which are complementary to bi-

nary classifiers. More specifically, the positive, negative and boundary regions are

viewed as the regions of acceptance, rejection and deferment in a ternary classifica-

tion. Building on these ideas, this thesis introduces a framework of cost-sensitive

ternary classification.

A Cost-Sensitive Approach to Email Spam Filtering

Email spam filtering is used as a real world application to show the usefulness of the

proposed model. Two issues that are rarely studied in existing email spam filtering

systems are addressed: the computation of required thresholds and the interpretation

of the cost-sensitive characteristics of spam filtering. Different sets of thresholds are

produced by varying the values of loss functions. The final decision is made by choos-

ing the possible decision for which the overall cost is minimum. Experiment results

show that the new approach demonstrates better performances in cost-sensitive eval-

uations. The new approach can also be applied to the elimination of other web-based
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material similar to spam, such as web pages and blogs with slight modifications.

Multi-Class Classification and Adaptive Learning

As extensions of the proposed model, two extensions associated with three-way de-

cision classifications are also proposed in this thesis. One concerns a formulation of

multi-class classification and the other concerns an adaptive learning algorithm that

automatically classifies the deferred examples.

1.5 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 reviews the main features of probabilistic rough set models. An under-

standing of unsolved problems in existing models enables me to show that there is a

lack of a complete and well-developed Bayesian rough set model, which motivates the

work described in this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents a unified framework of three-way Bayesian data analysis. Sec-

tion 3.1 discusses two applications of Bayesian inference. Section 3.2 explains the

computation of thresholds based on decision-theoretic rough set models. Section

3.3 explains the foundation of sequential three-way decisions based on confirmation-

theoretic rough set models. Section 3.4 describes how to estimate probabilities in

both models based on Bayesian inference. Finally, Section 3.5 provides a framework

of three-way decisions to construct and interpret rules from the three regions for

building ternary classifiers.

Chapter 4 demonstrates the usefulness of the proposed framework by applying it
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to a typical example of text classification, namely, email spam filtering. In contrast to

other ternary email spam filtering methods, my approach focuses on issues that are

rarely studied in previous work.

Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed approach by comparing it

with the traditional naive Bayesian spam filter and two existing ternary spam filters.

The experimental results on several benchmark datasets show that the new approach

reduces the rate of misclassifying a legitimate email to spam and demonstrates a

better performance from a cost perspective.

Chapter 6 investigates two extensions of the proposed model. One is multi-class

classification and the other is sequential decision-making.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contribution of the thesis and outlines some possible

future research directions.
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Chapter 2

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF

PROBABILISTIC ROUGH SETS

In this chapter, I review main results of probabilistic rough set models. I examine

carefully the salient features of each model and its unsolved problems. Such an un-

derstanding enables me to show that there is a lack of a complete and well-developed

Bayesian rough set model and hence the contributions of this thesis.

2.1 A Brief History

Rough set theory was introduced by Pawlak [63, 64] in early 1980s as a tool for

analyzing data represented in a tabular form. A central notion of the theory is the

indiscernibility of objects and induced lower and upper approximations of a set due

to indiscernibility. The first probabilistic rough set (PRS) model, called the 0.5-

probabilistic rough set model [116], was proposed by Wong and Ziarko [107] and
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Pawlak et al. [68]. A threshold of 0.5 on probability is used to define probabilistic

lower and upper approximations, or equivalently three probabilistic regions, of a set.

The threshold 0.5 can be intuitively interpreted based on the notion of the majority

rule. Yao et al. [116, 124, 125] proposed a generalized probabilistic model, called a

decision-theoretic rough set (DTRS) model, by considering a pair of thresholds on

probabilities for defining probabilistic approximations. The pair of thresholds can be

systematically calculated based on the well established Bayesian decision theory and

interpreted in terms of more practically operable notions such as cost, risk, benefit

etc. Herbert and Yao [40] integrated game theory and decision-theoretic rough set

model to introduce a game-theoretic rough set (GTRS) model.

Based on the notion of graded set inclusion, Ziarko [147] introduced a variable

precision rough set (VPRS) model by using a pair of thresholds on a set-inclusion

function. The derived approximations are equivalent to a special case of the decision-

theoretic rough set model. The main results of VPRS model were later explicitly re-

expressed in terms of thresholds on probability instead of a set-inclusion function [148].

In a series of papers [33,65,66], Pawlak advocated a research direction in studying

connections between Bayesian methods and rough set approaches. Greco et al. [32]

argued that it may be insufficient to consider only probability values when formu-

lating a probabilistic rough set model. They introduced a parameterized model by

considering a probability and a confirmation measure. Two pairs of thresholds are

used for defining rough set three regions, one pair on the probability and the other

pair for Bayesian confirmation measure. Ślȩzak and Ziarko [89–91] conducted a series

of studies by drawing a natural correspondence between the fundamental notions of
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rough sets and statistics. Yao and Zhou [131,132] introduced a naive Bayesian rough

set (NBRS) model by modifying results from the standard naive Bayesian model for

ternary classification.

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to weave together results from these

existing studies and formulate a more complete model of Bayesian rough sets.

2.2 Pawlak Rough Set Theory

In Pawlak’s rough set model [64], informations about a finite set of objects are repre-

sented in an information table with a finite set of attributes. Formally, an information

table can be expressed as:

S = (U,At, {Va | a ∈ At}, {Ia | a ∈ At}),

where

U is a finite nonempty set of objects called the universe,

At is a finite nonempty set of attributes,

Va is a nonempty set of values for a ∈ At,

Ia : U → Va is an information function.

The information function Ia maps an object in U to a value of Va for an attribute

a ∈ At, that is, Ia(x) ∈ Va.

An equivalence relation can be defined with respect to a subset of attributes A ⊆
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At, denoted as RA, or simply R,

xRy ⇐⇒ ∀a∈AIa(x) = Ia(y)

⇐⇒ IA(x) = IA(y).

The relation R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Two objects x and y in U are

equivalent or indiscernible by the set of attributes A if and only if they have the same

values on all attributes in A.

The equivalence relation R induces a partition of U , denoted by U/R. The subsets

in U/R are called equivalence classes, which are the building blocks to construct rough

set approximations. The equivalence class containing x is defined as:

[x] = {y ∈ U | xRy}.

One can use logic formulas defined in [137] to describe an equivalence class. In the

simplest case, a subset {a} ⊆ At contains one attribute a, [x]{a} can be described

by an atomic formula (a = v) indicating that all the objects in [x]{a} having the

same attribute value v on attribute a, that is, Ia(x) = v. When A contains more

than one attribute, [x]A can be described by the conjunction of attribute value pairs∧n
i=1 Iai(x) = vai , or simply written as

∧n
i=1 vai . In other words, the description of an

equivalence class [x]A can be represented by a tuple with n components, written as

Des(x) = (va1 , va2 , ..., van). The characteristic of each object x ∈ U can be represented

by the description of its equivalence class.

Consider an equivalence relation R on U . The equivalence classes induced by the

partition U/R are the basic blocks to construct Pawlak’s rough set approximations.

For a subset C ⊆ U , the lower and upper approximations of C with respect to U/R
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are defined by:

apr(C) = {x ∈ U | [x] ⊆ C}

=
∪

{[x] ∈ U/R | [x] ⊆ C};

apr(C) = {x ∈ U | [x] ∩ C ̸= 0}

=
∪

{[x] ∈ U/R | [x] ∩ C ̸= ∅}. (2.1)

Based on the rough set approximations of C, one can divide the universe U into

three pair-wise disjoint regions: the positive region POS(C) is the union of all the

equivalence classes that is included in C; the negative region NEG(C) is the union

of all equivalence classes that have an empty intersection with C; and the boundary

region BND(C) is the difference between the upper and lower approximations:

POS(C) = apr(C),

NEG(C) = U − POS(C) ∪ BND(C),

BND(C) = apr(C) − apr(C). (2.2)

It can be verified that NEG(C) = POS(Cc), where Cc is the complement of C.

The relationships between the basic notions of rough sets are illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.1. A set is said to be rough if its boundary region is non-empty, otherwise

the set is crisp. Rough set theory thus provides a way to classify objects into three

regions based on their descriptions. That is, rough set theory leads to a ternary clas-

sifier [121], which is complementary to widely used binary classifiers. For this reason,

I prefer the formulation by three regions to the formulation by a pair of lower and

upper approximations.
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the set C

lower approximation of C

difference between upper and lower
approximations of C

Figure 2.1: Lower and upper approximations in rough sets

Example 3 Table 2.1 is an information table taken from [46]. There are seven ob-

jects, three attributes {Age, Lower Extremity Motor Score (LEMS), Walk}, and Walk

is the class attribute with two values. In Table 2.1, if attribute A = {Age} is chosen,

we can obtain the following family of equivalence classes, or a partition of U :

U/R{Age} = {{x1, x2, x6}, {x3, x4}, {x5, x7}}.

If we consider attribute A = {LEMS}, the family of equivalence classes is:

U/R{LEMS} = {{x1}, {x2}, {x3, x4}, {x5, x6, x7}}.
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Table 2.1: An information table

Age LEMS Walk

x1 16-30 50 yes

x2 16-30 0 no

x3 31-45 1-25 no

x4 31-45 1-25 yes

x5 46-60 26-49 no

x6 16-30 26-49 yes

x7 46-60 26-49 no

If we consider attribute A = {Age, LEMS}, the family of equivalence classes is:

U/R{Age,LEMS} = {{x1}, {x2}, {x3, x4}, {x5, x7}, {x6}}.

By choosing different sets of attributes from the information table, we can get different

partitions. For partition U/R{Age,LEMS}, given a set

C = {x ∈ U | IWalk(x) = yes} = {x1, x4, x6},

the lower and upper approximation of C are:

apr(C) = {x1, x6},

apr(C) = {x1, x3, x4, x6}.
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The three regions are:

POS(C) = apr(C) = {x1, x6},

BND(C) = apr(C) − apr(C) = {x3, x4},

NEG(C) = U − POS(C) ∪ BND(C) = {x2, x5, x7}.

Set C is rough since the boundary region is not empty.

2.3 0.5-Probabilistic Rough Set Model

The positive and negative regions defined based on equation (2.2) in Pawlak rough sets

must be completely certain. An equivalence class is in the positive region if and only

if it is fully contained in the set. This may be too restrictive to be practically useful in

real applications. An attempt to use probabilistic information for approximations was

suggested by Pawlak, Wong, Ziarko [68] to allow some tolerance of errors, in which

the degrees of overlap between equivalence classes [x] and a set C to be approximated

are considered. A conditional probability is used to state the degree of overlapping

and is defined as:

Pr(C | [x]) =
|C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

, (2.3)

where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set, and the conditional probability is written

as Pr(C | [x]) representing the probability that an object belongs to C given that

the object is described by [x]. Here [x] is a simplified form of Des(x) describing the

properties of x. Pawlak and Skowron [67] called the conditional probability a rough

membership function.
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According to the above definitions, the three regions defined in equation (2.2) can

be equivalently defined by:

POS(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) = 1},

BND(C) = {x ∈ U | 0 < Pr(C | [x]) < 1},

NEG(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) = 0}. (2.4)

They are defined by using the two extreme values, 0 and 1, of probabilities. They

are of a qualitative nature; the magnitude of the value Pr(C | [x]) is not taken into

account.

The 0.5-probabilistic rough set model [68] is based essentially on the majority rule.

An object x is put into the positive region of set C if the majority of its equivalent

classes [x] are in C. That is,

POS0.5(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) > 0.5},

BND0.5(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) = 0.5},

NEG0.5(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) < 0.5}. (2.5)

The boundary region consists of those objects whose conditional probabilities are

exactly 0.5, which represents maximal uncertainty.

2.4 Decision-Theoretic Rough Set Model

Yao et al. [116, 124, 125] introduced a more general probabilistic model, called a

decision-theoretic rough set (DTRS) model, in which a pair of thresholds α and β
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with α > β on the probability is used to define three probabilistic regions. The

(α, β)-probabilistic positive, boundary and negative regions are defined by [124,125]:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≥ α},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | β < Pr(C | [x]) < α},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≤ β}. (2.6)

The 0.5-probabilistic rough set model is a special case of decision-theoretic rough set

model, which is formulated based on a particular choice of α and β values, namely,

α = β = 0.5.

Unlike the qualitative Pawlak approximations, probabilistic approximations intro-

duce certain levels of error in both the positive and boundary regions. More precisely,

Pawlak regions and (α, β)-probabilistic regions are linked together by:

POS(C) ⊆ POS(α,β)(C),

BND(α,β)(C) ⊆ BND(C),

NEG(C) ⊆ NEG(α,β)(C). (2.7)

Probabilistic three regions may be interpreted in terms of costs of different types of

classification decisions [119, 121]. One obtains larger positive and negative regions

by introducing classification errors in trade of a smaller boundary region so that the

total classification cost is minimum [122]. Considering the errors introduced, the

three regions are semantically interpreted as the following three-way decisions [119,

121, 122]. We accept an object x to be a member of C if the conditional probability

is greater than or equal to α, with an understanding that it comes with an (1 − α)-

level acceptance error and associated cost. We reject x to be a member of C if the
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conditional probability is less than or equal to β, with an understanding that it comes

with an β-level of rejection error and associated cost. We neither accept nor reject x

to be a member of C if the conditional probability is between of α and β, instead, we

make a decision of deferment. The boundary region does not involve acceptance and

rejection errors, but it is associated with cost of deferment. The three probabilistic

regions are obtained by considering a trade-off between various classification costs.

2.5 Bayesian Rough Set Model

Ślȩzak and Ziarko [90, 91] introduced a Bayesian rough set (BRS) model. A priori

probability Pr(C) is used to replace 0.5 in the 0.5-probabilistic rough set model as a

threshold for defining three regions:

POSB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) > Pr(C)},

BNDB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) = Pr(C)},

NEGB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) < Pr(C)}. (2.8)

They also suggested to compare two likelihood functions Pr([x] | C) and Pr([x] | Cc)

directly when neither a posteriori probability Pr(C | [x]) nor a priori probability

Pr(C) is derivable from data. That is,

POSB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x] | C) > Pr([x] | Cc)},

BNDB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x] | C) = Pr([x] | Cc)},

NEGB(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x] | C) < Pr([x] | Cc)}. (2.9)
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Ślȩzak [89] further drew a natural correspondence between the fundamental notions

of rough sets and statistics. The set to be approximated corresponds to a hypothesis

and an equivalence class to a piece of evidence; the three probabilistic regions corre-

spond to the cases that the hypothesis is verified positively, negatively, or undecided

based on the evidence. Based on such a correspondence, Ślȩzak introduced a rough

Bayesian model [89], in which probabilistic approximations are defined based on a pair

of thresholds on the ratio of the a priori and a posteriori probabilities. More impor-

tantly, their studies explicitly used the Bayes’ theorem in formulating a probabilistic

model.

2.6 Parameterized Model based on Bayesian Con-

firmation

Greco et al. [32] introduced a parameterized rough set model by considering a pair

of thresholds on a Bayesian confirmation measure, in addition to a pair of thresholds

on probability. The Bayesian confirmation measure is denoted by c([x], C) which

indicates the degree to which an equivalence class [x] confirms the hypothesis C.

Given a Bayesian confirmation measure c([x], C) and a pair of thresholds (s, t) with

t < s, three (α, β, s, t)-parameterized regions are defined by:

PPOS(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≥ α ∧ c([x], C) ≥ s},

PBND(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | (Pr(C | [x]) > β ∨ c([x], C) > t) ∧

(Pr(C | [x]) < α ∨ c([x], C) < s)},
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PNEG(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≤ β ∧ c([x], C) ≤ t}. (2.10)

There is no general agreement on a Bayesian confirmation measure. Choosing an

appropriate confirmation measure for a particular application may not be an easy

task. The ranges of the values of different confirmation measures are different. This

makes it an even more difficult task to interpret and set the thresholds.

2.7 Variable Precision Rough Set Model

Ziarko [147] proposed variable precision rough set (VPRS) model. The basic idea of

VPRS is based on a function that measures the relative degree of misclassification.

Suppose X and Y are two sets, the degree of misclassification between X and Y is

defined as:

mc(X,Y ) =

 1 − |X∩Y |
|X| , |X| > 0,

0, |X| = 0.

Obviously,

X ⊆ Y ⇐⇒ mc(X,Y ) = 0. (2.11)

By generalizing this relation, one can get a z-majority relation: 0 ≤ z < 0.5

X ⊆z Y ⇐⇒ mc(X, Y ) ≤ z. (2.12)

The z-majority relation can be explained by the degree of X included in Y , namely,

the inclusion degree. Based on the z-majority relation, the z-positive, negative and
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boundary regions are defined as:

ZPOSz(C) = {x ∈ U | [x] ⊆z C}

= {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≤ z},

ZNEGz(C) = (ZPOSz(C
c))c

= ({x ∈ U | mc([x], Cc) ≤ z})c

= {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≥ 1 − z},

ZBNDz(C) = (ZPOSz(C) ∪ ZNEGz(C))c

= {x ∈ U | z < mc([x], C) < 1 − z}. (2.13)

The VPRS model based on one threshold z is called the symmetric VPRS. By using a

pair of thresholds (l, u), 0 ≤ l < u ≤ 1, one can define a nonsymmetric VPRS model

as [45]:

ZPOS(l,u)(C) = {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≤ l},

ZNEG(l,u)(C) = {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≥ u},

ZBND(l,u)(C) = {x ∈ U | l < mc([x], C) < u}. (2.14)

Symmetric VPRS model is a special case of nonsymmetric VPRS model, where l = z,

u = 1 − z and z < 0.5.

The relationships between probability and the relative degree of misclassification

can be expressed as:

Pr(C | [x]) =
|C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

= 1 −mc([x], C). (2.15)

Based on equation (2.15), the corresponding relationship between decision-theoretic
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rough set model and VPRS model can be defined as:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≥ α}

= {x ∈ U | 1 − Pr(C | [x]) ≤ 1 − α}

= {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≤ l}

= ZPOS(l,u)(C),

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C | [x]) ≤ β}

= {x ∈ U | 1 − Pr(C | [x]) ≥ 1 − β}

= {x ∈ U | mc([x], C) ≥ u}

= ZNEG(l,u)(C),

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | β < Pr(C | [x]) < α}

= {x ∈ U | 1 − α < 1 − Pr(C | [x]) < 1 − β}

= {x ∈ U | l < mc([x], C) < u}

= ZBDN(l,u)(C), (2.16)

where l = 1 − α and u = 1 − β. From this point of view, VPRS is a special case of

decision-theoretic rough set model.

2.8 Discussion

Each of the probabilistic models introduces three approximation regions. Although

three regions are similar in form, they have different semantics interpretations. More

specifically, the three regions defined respectively by Ślȩzak et al. [90, 91] and Greco

et al. [32–35] have a very different interpretation from those of the decision-theoretic
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rough set models. It may not be appropriate to interpret the former as probabilistic

approximations of C. Rather, they are interpreted as classification of evidences (i.e.,

equivalence classes). The details of the sematic difference are explained in Section

3.3.

A probabilistic rough set model must address at least the following three issues:

(i) interpretation and computation of thresholds;

(ii) estimation of conditional probability Pr(C | [x]);

(iii) interpretation and applications of three regions in data analysis.

The existing probabilistic rough set models focus mainly on the first issue, the esti-

mation of the conditional probability has not received much attention. The definition

of a rough membership function [67] is a simple way to do it, but is of limited value

due to the requirement of a large-sized sample. Dembczyński et al. [15] suggested a

statistical model in which probabilities are estimated based on the maximization of a

likelihood function. In the naive Bayesian rough set (NBRS) model introduced by Yao

and Zhou [131,132], the estimation of the a posteriori probability is translated into the

estimation of the likelihood function based on Bayes’ theorem and naive conditional

independence assumption. Many studies of probabilistic rough sets concentrate more

on a theoretical development. The interpretation and application of three regions

for real world applications remain to be partially unsolved. The recent proposal of

three-way decisions for interpreting three regions is a promising direction [121,122].

Table 2.2 summarizes the results of a detailed comparison of probability rough

set models. The differences of models lie in their choices of thresholds. None of the
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Table 2.2: Comparison of probabilistic rough set models

RS models main features unsolved/partially solved

issues

0.5-probabilistic RS model one threshold (ii)&(iii)

Decision-theoretic RS model a pair of thresholds (ii)

VPRS model one threshold or (i),(ii)&(iii)

a pair of thresholds

Parameterized RS model two pairs of thresholds (i),(ii)&(iii)

Bayesian RS model a priori probability (ii)&(iii)

as threshold

models solved the above mentioned three issues satisfactorily. These observations lead

to the current study on developing a more complete Bayesian rough set model.

Studies on Bayesian rough sets [90, 91], rough Bayesian sets [89], and parameter-

ized rough sets [32–35] introduce different types of three regions based on Bayesian

statistics and Bayesian confirmation theory. In this thesis, I redefine the notion of

Bayesian rough sets by only using the Bayes’ theorem in the above three studies.

My formulation of the model is based on probabilistic regions from decision-theoretic

rough set models [116, 124, 125]. The rationale for this choice will be explained in

the next chapter by drawing attention to the semantics differences between different

types of probabilistic rough set models and difficulties in interpreting some of their

notions.
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One can easily apply the methodology in this thesis to develop a different version

of a Bayesian rough set model with respect to any other definitions of three regions,

by focusing on the three fundamental issues. With further investigations, it may be

possible to produce a more grand Bayesian rough set model that encompasses these

models as its special cases.
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Chapter 3

A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK OF

THREE-WAY BAYESIAN DATA

ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we first discuss two applications of Bayesian inference. One is to draw

conclusions based on available evidence and the other is the evaluation of evidence.

The former can be formulated by using decision-theoretic rough sets [116, 124, 125]

and the latter by using confirmation-theoretic rough sets [35, 90, 91]. By combining

the two, we propose a unified framework of Bayesian rough sets. A cost-sensitive

ternary classifier is built within the framework.

Our formulation of Bayesian-confirmation model is different from the proposed

model by Greco et al [35]. They used both a probability function and a Bayesian

confirmation measure, and defined three regions by a pair of thresholds on probability
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and another pair of thresholds on the Bayesian confirmation. Their combination of

probability and Bayesian confirmation leads to semantics difficulty. In contrast, we

only use a Bayesian confirmation measure to define a Bayesian-confirmation model.

We use the phrase “Bayesian confirmation model” while Greco uses “parameterized

rough set model”.

3.1 Overview

The basic ideas of the proposed Bayesian rough set model are explained by using

examples.

3.1.1 Two Applications of Bayesian Inference

Bayesian inference uses probability for quantifying uncertainty in inferences. In

Bayesian data analysis, a priori probability of a hypothesis is updated into a pos-

teriori probability after observing some evidence [6]. Bayesian inference can be used

to address two issues and, hence, leads to two types of applications. First, we use

the degree to which evidence supports a hypothesis to classify objects based on their

satisfiability of the hypothesis. That is, we classify an object as satisfying or not

satisfying the hypothesis if the object positively supports or is against the hypothesis

beyond a certain level. Second, we can evaluate the quality of different pieces of evi-

dence (i.e., how much the a posteriori probability increases or reduces after observing

the evidence). That is, we can either weight or select pieces of evidence according to

their confirmations of the hypothesis.
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My main focus in this thesis is on the first classification task. However, an un-

derstanding of the semantics differences behind these two applications enables me to

demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed Bayesian rough set model. The main ideas

of the two applications of Bayesian inference are illustrated by examples.

Suppose we have a data table from a hospital historical database. In this table,

there are a set of patients and a set of attributes indicating patients’ symptoms (e.g.,

cough) with regard to a certain disease (e.g., lung cancer).

The first application concerns the diagnosis. Given a patient with certain symp-

toms (i.e., the evidence), what are the chances that the patient has lung cancer (i.e.,

the hypothesis)?

In an ideal case, the information in the data table is complete, the probability of

the patient has lung cancer can be estimated by the number of patients who have lung

cancer and symptom cough divides the number of people who has symptom cough. In

many cases, we may only have limited information on hand. Can we still predict the

probability? Bayesian inference provides an answer to this question. Suppose that

we have some prior knowledge about lung cancer (i.e., the probability of an arbitrary

person having lung cancer). When the doctor sees a new patient, he/she receives

evidence (i.e., cough) about lung cancer. The evidence is related to lung cancer by

a conditional probability, called likelihood. Bayes’ theorem, also called Bayes’ law or

Bayes’ rule named after Thomas Bayes, offered a solution for this problem. In Bayes’

theorem, the a posteriori probability can be calculated from the a priori probability

and the likelihood function,

Pr(lung cancer | cough) =
Pr(cough | lung cancer) · Pr(lung cancer)

Pr(cough)
,
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where Pr(lung cancer) is a priori probability of an arbitrary people with lung cancer.

Pr(lung cancer | cough) is a posteriori probability that a patient with lung cancer

after observing evidence cough, and Pr(cough | lung cancer) is the likelihood of

evidence cough related to lung cancer.

Once we obtain the a posteriori probability, how do we make decisions based on

the value of the a posteriori probability? Rough set theory provides us a way for

three-way decision making [121,122,142]. When applying Bayesian inference to rough

sets, one may view the set C as a hypothesis that an object is in C and an equivalence

class as evidence that an object is in the equivalence class. This immediately leads

to the definition of three probabilistic regions defined in decision-theoretic rough set

models (equation (2.6)),

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | β < Pr(C|[x]) < α},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β}.

They can be used to build a ternary classifier for three-way decisions. The doctor

can make a decisions of treatment when the probability is greater than or equal to α,

namely, Pr(lung cancer | cough) ≥ α, and of not treatment when Pr(lung cancer |

cough) ≤ β. In the case when the probability lies in between α and β, the doctor can

perform a medical test to further examine the patient.

The second application concerns which symptoms or medical tests provide more

information when diagnosing a disease. A doctor may decide to perform a particular

test in order to revise a priori probability in the process of diagnosing and treating
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lung cancer.

For example, if the probability of a patient has lung cancer given that he/she

has cough increased from a priori probability (i.e., the probability without seeing

any evidence), then cough is considered as supporting evidence for lung cancer. If

there are many possible tests that may be used, how do we decide which one is

more informative? Assume there are two tests that can be performed. Consider a

Bayesian confirmation measure defined by [21, 24, 25, 98] Pr(C | [x]) − Pr(C). The

three probabilistic regions are defined in confirmation-theoretic rough set models as

follows [35,90,91],

POSC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≥ s},

BNDC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | t < Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) < s},

NEGC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≤ t},

where (s, t) is a pair of thresholds and s > t. The results of a Bayesian confirmation

model also offer three-way decisions for evaluating symptoms or tests. More specifi-

cally, if Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≥ s, the symptoms of x support C or these tests should

be performed to confirm that x has lung cancer. If Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≤ t, the symp-

toms of x are against C or these tests should be performed to rule out x has lung

cancer. If t < Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) < s, the symptoms of x are neutral to C or these

tests are not informative.

Alternatively, the value of a Bayesian confirmation measure can be used to help

the doctor to decide which medical test should be performed. Based on the historical

data, the results of Test1 provide a better indication that a patient has lung cancer
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Figure 3.1: Categorization of probabilistic rough set models

than the results of Test2 if

Pr(lung cancer | Test1)− Pr(lung cancer) > Pr(lung cancer | Test2)− Pr(lung cancer).

Then, the doctor might want to perform Test1 instead of Test2.

By combining decision-theoretic rough set models and confirmation-theoretic rough

set models, I propose a unified framework of Bayesian rough sets. The categorization

of these two types of probabilistic rough set models is shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.1.2 Cost-Sensitive Three-Way Approach

In many classification and decision making problems, we need to consider the costs

caused by different classification errors.

Two examples given in Chapter 1 are both cost-sensitive decision-making prob-

lems. In the egg example, two types of wrong decisions come with different costs.

If the sixth egg is good but you throw it away, one good egg will be wasted. If the

sixth egg is bad but you break into bowl, five good eggs will be destroyed. Email

spam filtering is also a cost-sensitive task, misclassifying a legitimate email into spam

usually costs more than misclassifying a spam email into legitimate.

Now I want to incorporate costs associated with each decision into the decision

making process. Bayesian decision theory provides a solution for combining utility

theory and probability theory, in which the decision is made based on minimum risk

decision rules [20].

Similar to the egg example, a 3 × 2 cost matrix can be drawn for the medi-

cal example. In this matrix, there are six types of costs, called loss functions in

Bayesian decision theory. If the patient has cancer and the doctor makes the right

decision to treat the patient, the cost is λ(Treatment | cancer). If the patient

does not have cancer and the doctor makes the right decision to not treat, the cost

is λ(Non-treatment | non-cancer). Wrong decisions normally cost more. If the pa-

tient does not have cancer but the doctor decides to treat as cancer, the cost for

false treatment is λ(Treatment | non-cancer). The worst case is that the patient

has cancer but the doctor decides to not treat, the cost for delayed treatment is

λ(Non-treatment | cancer). There are also costs for making a deferment decision
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(i.e., further testing). The cost of delaying treatment and performing diagnostic tests

to patient with cancer is λ(Further testing | cancer), to patient without cancer is

λ(Further testing | non-cancer). This is a cost-sensitive task because the six loss func-

tions are not equal. For instance, the cost incurred by not treating a cancer patient

is the highest since it could cause death or injury.

cancer non-cancer

Treatment λ(Treatment | cancer) λ(Treatment | non-cancer)

Further testing λ(Further testing | cancer) λ(Further test | non-cancer)

Non-treatment λ(Non− treatment | cancer) λ(Non− treatment | non-cancer)

Based on these six types of loss functions, we can calculate the expected cost for

making each decision by combining loss functions with its corresponding probabilities

as:

R(Treatment | cough) = λ(Treatment | cancer)Pr(cancer | cough)

+ λ(Treatment | non-cancer)Pr(non-cancer | cough),

R(Further testing | cough) = λ(Further testing | cancer)Pr(cancer | cough)

+ λ(Further testing | non-cancer)Pr(non-cancer | cough),

R(Non treatment | cough) = λ(Non− treatment | cancer)Pr(cancer | cough)

+ λ(Non− treatment | non-cancer)Pr(non-cancer | cough).

According to the minimum risk decision rules [20], the doctor will choose the decision

with the minimum expected cost.

Since the three-way decisions are defined by a pair of thresholds α and β, it

is possible to obtain the pair of thresholds (α, β) by minimizing expected cost, as
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demonstrated in decision-theoretic rough set model [116,124,125].

Based on the informal discussion so far, we propose a unified model of Bayesian

rough sets for three-way decisions. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.

Section 3.2 explains the computation of thresholds based on decision-theoretic rough

set models. Section 3.3 explains the foundation of sequential three-way decisions based

on confirmation-theoretic rough set models. Section 3.4 presents how to estimate

probabilities in both models based on Bayesian inference. Finally, Section 3.5 provides

a framework of three-way decisions to construct and interpret rules from the three

regions for building ternary classifiers.

3.2 Decision-Theoretic Rough Set Models

Decision-theoretic rough set (DTRS) models provide a systematic method to calculate

a pair of thresholds based on the well established Bayesian decision theory, which

establishes a basis for three-way data analysis. This section reviews and summarizes

main results of DTRS based on discussions in [116,124,125].

3.2.1 Overview of Bayesian Decision Theory

Bayesian decision theory is a fundamental statistical approach that makes decisions

under uncertainty based on probabilities and costs associated with decisions. Fol-

lowing Duda and Hart [20], the basic ideas of Bayesian decision theory are briefly

summarized. Let Ω = {w1, . . . , ws} be a finite set of s states and let A = {a1, . . . , am}

be a finite set of m possible actions. The loss function λ(ai|wj) for taking action ai
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when the state is wj is given by a m× s matrix:

w1 w2 · · · ws

a1 λ(a1|w1) λ(a1|w2) · · · λ(a1|ws)

a2 λ(a2|w1) λ(a2|w2) · · · λ(a2|ws)

...
...

...
...

...

am λ(am|w1) λ(am|w2) · · · λ(am|ws)

Let Pr(wj|x) be the conditional probability of an object x being in state wj given

that the object is described by x. For an object with description x, suppose action

ai is taken. Since Pr(wj|x) is the probability that the true state is wj given x, the

expected loss associated with taking action ai is given by:

R(ai|x) =

j=s∑
j=1

λ(ai|wj)Pr(wj|x). (3.1)

The quantity R(ai|x) is also called the conditional risk.

Given a description x, a decision rule is a function τ(x) that specifies which action

to take. That is, for every x, τ(x) takes one of the actions, a1, . . . , am. The overall

risk R is the expected loss associated with a given decision rule. Since R(τ(x)|x) is

the conditional risk associated with action τ(x), the overall risk is defined by:

R =
∑
x

R(τ(x)|x)Pr(x), (3.2)

where the summation is over the set of all possible descriptions of objects. If τ(x)

is chosen so that R(τ(x)|x) is as small as possible for every x, the overall risk R is

minimized. Thus, the optimal Bayesian decision procedure can be formally stated as
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follows. For every x, compute the conditional risk R(ai|x) for i = 1, . . . ,m defined

by equation (3.1) and select the action for which the conditional risk is minimum. If

more than one action minimizes R(ai|x), a tie-breaking criterion is used.

3.2.2 Decision-Theoretic Rough Sets

A decision-theoretic rough set model is constructed by a straightforward application

of the Bayesian decision theory [116, 124, 125]. With respect to a subset C ⊆ U ,

we can form a set of two states Ω = {C,Cc}. To derive the three regions in rough

set theory, the set of actions is given by A = {aP , aB, aN}, where aP , aB, and aN

represent the three actions in classifying an object x, namely, deciding x ∈ POS(C),

deciding x ∈ BND(C), and deciding x ∈ NEG(C), respectively. The loss function is

given by a 3 × 2 matrix:

C (P ) Cc (N)

aP λPP = λ(aP |C) λPN = λ(aP |Cc)

aB λBP = λ(aB|C) λBN = λ(aB|Cc)

aN λNP = λ(aN |C) λNN = λ(aN |Cc)

In the matrix, λPP , λBP and λNP denote the losses incurred for taking actions aP , aB

and aN , respectively, when an object belongs to C, and λPN , λBN and λNN denote the

losses incurred for taking these actions when the object does not belong to C.
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The expected losses associated with taking different actions for objects in [x] can

be expressed as:

R(aP |[x]) = λPPPr(C|[x]) + λPNPr(C
c|[x]),

R(aB|[x]) = λBPPr(C|[x]) + λBNPr(C
c|[x]),

R(aN |[x]) = λNPPr(C|[x]) + λNNPr(C
c|[x]). (3.3)

The Bayesian decision procedure suggests the following minimum-risk decision rules:

(P) If R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aB|[x]) and R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aN |[x]), decide x ∈ POS(C);

(B) If R(aB|[x]) ≤ R(aP |[x]) and R(aB|[x]) ≤ R(aN |[x]), decide x ∈ BND(C);

(N) If R(aN |[x]) ≤ R(aP |[x]) and R(aN |[x]) ≤ R(aB|[x]), decide x ∈ NEG(C).

When equalities hold, tie-breaking criteria are used so that each object is put into

only one region.

By Pr(C|[x]) + Pr(Cc|[x]) = 1, we can simplify the rules by using only the prob-

abilities Pr(C|[x]) and the loss function λ. Consider a special kind of loss functions

with [116,124,125]:

(c0). λPP ≤ λBP < λNP , λNN ≤ λBN < λPN . (3.4)

That is, the loss of classifying an object x belonging to C into the positive region

POS(C) is less than or equal to the loss of classifying x into the boundary region

BND(C), and both of these losses are strictly less than the loss of classifying x into

the negative region NEG(C). The reverse order of losses is used for classifying an

object not in C. Under condition (c0), we can simplify decision rules (P)-(N) as
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follows. For the rule (P), the condition R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aB|[x]) can be expressed as:

R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aB |[x])

⇐⇒ λPPPr(C|[x]) + λPNPr(Cc|[x]) ≤ λBPPr(C|[x]) + λBNPr(Cc|[x])

⇐⇒ λPPPr(C|[x]) + λPN (1− Pr(C|[x])) ≤ λBPPr(C|[x]) + λBN (1− Pr(C|[x]))

⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≥ (λPN − λBN )

(λPN − λBN ) + (λBP − λPP )
. (3.5)

Similarly, other conditions of the three rules can be expressed as:

R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aN |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≥ (λPN − λNN )

(λPN − λNN ) + (λNP − λPP )
,

R(aB|[x]) ≤ R(aP |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≤ (λPN − λBN )

(λPN − λBN ) + (λBP − λPP )
,

R(aB|[x]) ≤ R(aN |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≥ (λBN − λNN )

(λBN − λNN ) + (λNP − λBP )
,

R(aN |[x]) ≤ R(aP |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≤ (λPN − λNN )

(λPN − λNN ) + (λNP − λPP )
,

R(aN |[x]) ≤ R(aB|[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x]) ≤ (λBN − λNN )

(λBN − λNN ) + (λNP − λBP )
.

By introducing three parameters:

α =
(λPN − λBN )

(λPN − λBN ) + (λBP − λPP )
,

β =
(λBN − λNN )

(λBN − λNN ) + (λNP − λBP )
,

γ =
(λPN − λNN )

(λPN − λNN ) + (λNP − λPP )
. (3.6)

We can express concisely the decision rules (P)-(N) as:

(P) If Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α and Pr(C|[x]) ≥ γ, decide x ∈ POS(C);

(B) If Pr(C|[x]) ≤ α and Pr(C|[x]) ≥ β, decide x ∈ BND(C);

(N) If Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β and Pr(C|[x]) ≤ γ, decide x ∈ NEG(C).

Each rule is defined by two out of the three parameters.
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The conditions of rule (B) suggest that it maybe reasonable to impose the con-

straint α > β so that the boundary region may be non-empty. By setting α > β, we

obtain the following condition on the loss function [116]:

(c1).
λNP − λBP
λBN − λNN

>
λBP − λPP
λPN − λBN

. (3.7)

The conditions (c0) and (c1) imply that 1 ≥ α > γ > β ≥ 0. In this case, after

tie-breaking, the following simplified rules are obtained [116]:

(P) If Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α, decide x ∈ POS(C);

(B) If β < Pr(C|[x]) < α, decide x ∈ BND(C);

(N) If Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β, decide x ∈ NEG(C).

The parameter γ is no longer needed.

From the rules (P), (B), and (N), the (α, β)-probabilistic positive, negative and

boundary regions are given, respectively, by:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | β < Pr(C|[x]) < α},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β}. (3.8)

Thus, the formulation of a decision-theoretic rough set model not only produces three

probabilistic regions, but also provides a theoretical basis for and a practical inter-

pretation of the probabilistic rough sets. The thresholds are systematically calculated

from a loss function that can be easily interpreted in more operable terms, including

profits, risk, cost, etc.
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Table 3.1: Loss function of a medical example

C (P )(cancer) Cc (N)(non-cancer)

aP (Treatment) λPP = $200 λPN = $600

aB(Further testing) λBP = $300 λBN = $300

aN(Non-treatment) λNP = $1000 λNN = $0

3.2.3 An Example

The process of deriving the required thresholds from loss functions can be demon-

strated by using the previous discussed medical example. In this case, there are two

states regarding a disease: C (P ) denoting cancer and Cc (N) denoting non-cancer.

There are three actions: aP for treating the patient, aB for making a deferred decision

(i.e., perform a diagnostic test such as X-ray), and aN for not treating the patient.

Table 3.1 gives the loss functions of the medical diagnostic cost, the pair of thresh-

olds α and β is calculated according to equation (3.6) as:

α =
(λPN − λBN)

(λPN − λBN) + (λBP − λPP )
=

600 − 300

(600 − 300) + (300 − 200)
= 0.75,

β =
(λBN − λNN)

(λBN − λNN) + (λNP − λBP )
=

300 − 0

(300 − 0) + (1000 − 300)
= 0.30.

Suppose the probability of a patient having cancer given his/her symptom (e.g., cough)

is Pr(cancer | cough) = 0.10, the doctor may decide not to treat the patient because

Pr(cancer | cough) ≤ β.
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3.3 Confirmation-Theoretic Rough Set Models

Based on Bayes’ theorem and Bayesian confirmation theory [21,24,25,98], alternative

models of probabilistic rough sets have been proposed and studied [32, 35, 89–91].

In this section, I present a confirmation-theoretic framework to summarize the main

results from these studies and show their differences from the (α, β)-probabilistic

approximations. To differentiate these models from decision-theoretic models, I refer

to them as (Bayesian) confirmation-theoretic rough set models. To differentiate the

derived three regions from probabilistic approximation regions, I refer to them as

(Bayesian) confirmation regions. For simplicity, I assume that, whenever a ratio is

used, a probability in the denominator is not zero.

3.3.1 Bayesian Inference

Bayes’ theorem [6] shows the relation between two conditional probabilities that are

the reverse of each other. It expresses the conditional probability (or a posteriori

probability) of an event H after E is observed in terms of a priori probability of H,

probability of E, and the conditional probability of E given H. The Bayes’ theorem

is expressed as follows:

Pr(H|E) =
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
Pr(H), (3.9)

where Pr(H) is a priori probability of H that H happens or is true, Pr(H|E) is

the a posteriori probability that H happens after observing E, and Pr(E|H) is the

likelihood of H given E. Through Bayes’ theorem, a difficulty to estimate probability

Pr(H|E) is expressed in terms of an easy to estimate likelihood Pr(E|H). This makes
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Bayes’ theorem particularly useful in data analysis and pattern classification.

Bayesian inference derived from Bayes’ theorem can be expressed in a more general

form. Replacing H with a continuous parameter set Θ, E with observations y, and

Pr with a probability-density function p, results in the following,

p(Θ|y) =
p(y|Θ)

p(y)
p(Θ), (3.10)

where p(Θ) is the set of a priori distributions of parameter set Θ before y is observed,

p(y | Θ) is the likelihood of y under a model, and p(Θ | y) is the joint a posteriori

distribution, sometimes called the full a posteriori distribution, of parameter set Θ

that expresses uncertainty about parameter set Θ after taking both the a priori and

data into account [6,8,29]. Since there are usually multiple parameters, Θ represents

a set of j parameters (Θ = θ1, ..., θj). The denominator

p(y) =

∫
p(y | Θ)p(Θ)dΘ, (3.11)

defines a priori predictive distribution of y, and can be set to an unknown constant

c. p(y) indicates what y should look like before y has been observed. The presence

of p(y) normalizes the joint a posteriori distribution, p(Θ | y), ensuring it is a proper

distribution and integrates to one.

By removing p(y) from equation (3.10), the relationship changes from ‘equals ’ (=)

to ‘proportional to’ (∝), the formulation of Bayes’ theorem becomes,

p(Θ|y) ∝ p(y|Θ)p(Θ). (3.12)

This form can be stated as the unnormalized joint a posteriori being proportional to

the likelihood times a priori [6, 8, 29].
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There are a few advantages of Bayesian inference. First, Bayesian inference allows

informative priors so that prior knowledge or results of a previous model can be used

to inform the current model. Second, Bayesian inference estimates p(hypothesis |

data), instead of p(data | hypothesis). The term ‘hypothesis testing’ suggests it

should be the hypothesis that is tested, given the data, not the other way around.

Third, Bayesian inference includes uncertainty in the probability model, yielding more

realistic predictions.

3.3.2 Qualitative Bayesian Confirmation

In a qualitative interpretation of Bayesian confirmation theory [21,24,25,98], evidence

E confirms hypothesis H, disconfirms H, or is neutral with respect to H whenever

the a posteriori probability Pr(H|E) increases from the a priori probability Pr(H),

decreases from Pr(H) or is unchanged from Pr(H). Festa [24] referred to this in-

terpretations of confirmation as P-incremental confirmation, to reflect the fact that

the hypothesis H is confirmed by the evidence E when the initial probability of H

increases as an effect of E. This qualitative notion of P-incremental confirmation can

be precisely defined as follows:

E confirms H iff Pr(H|E) > Pr(H)

iff Pr(H|E)
Pr(H)

> 1,

E is neutral w.r.t H iff Pr(H|E) = Pr(H)

iff Pr(H|E)
Pr(H)

= 1,

E disconfirms H iff Pr(H|E) < Pr(H)

iff Pr(H|E)
Pr(H)

< 1.
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In this definition, the condition Pr(H|E) > Pr(H) is equivalently expressed as

Pr(H|E)/Pr(H) > 1, assuming that Pr(H) ̸= 0.

Bayesian confirmation theory also relies on the Bayes’ theorem for the computation

of Pr(H|E). More specifically, two additional representations can be further derived.

According to Bayes’ theorem, we have

Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)
=
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
. (3.13)

Thus, one can re-express conditions for qualitative confirmation by using likelihood

and the probability of evidence [21,24,25,98]:
E confirms H iff Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
> 1,

E is neutral w.r.t H iff Pr(E|H)
Pr(E)

= 1,

E disconfirms H iff Pr(E|H)
Pr(E)

< 1.

Let Hc denote the complement of hypothesis H. It follows that Pr(H)+Pr(Hc) = 1.

By the computation of the probability of evidence,

Pr(E) = Pr(E|H)Pr(H) + Pr(E|Hc)Pr(Hc), (3.14)

we have,

Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
> 1 ⇐⇒ Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|H)Pr(H) + Pr(E|Hc)Pr(Hc)
> 1

⇐⇒ Pr(E|H) > Pr(E|H)Pr(H) + Pr(E|Hc)Pr(Hc)

⇐⇒ (1 − Pr(H))Pr(E|H) > Pr(E|Hc)Pr(Hc)

⇐⇒ Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|Hc)
> 1. (3.15)

It follows that the conditions for confirmation can also be equivalently expressed
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through a likelihood ratio:
E confirms H iff Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|Hc)
> 1,

E is neutral w.r.t H iff Pr(E|H)
Pr(E|Hc)

= 1,

E disconfirms H iff Pr(E|H)
Pr(E|Hc)

< 1.

The three distinct but equivalent expressions of the conditions of confirmation pro-

vide an understanding of Bayesian confirmation from different perspectives. The first

focuses on the comparison of a priori and a posteriori probability of H; the second

focuses on whether E is more probable conditional on H than it is unconditionally;

and the third focuses on the likelihood ratio of H given E.

When applying qualitative Bayesian confirmation theory to rough sets, one may

view the set C as a hypothesis that an object is in C and an equivalence class as evi-

dence that an object is in the equivalence class. This immediately leads to a definition

of three qualitative Bayesian confirmation regions, namely, the positive confirmation

region, the non-confirmation (or neutral) region, and the negative confirmation (or

disconfirmation) region:

POSC(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) > Pr(C)}

= {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x])

Pr(C)
> 1}

= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x])
> 1}

= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
> 1},

BNDC(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) = Pr(C)}

= {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x])

Pr(C)
= 1}
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= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x])
= 1}

= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
= 1},

NEGC(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) < Pr(C)}

= {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x])

Pr(C)
< 1}

= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x])
< 1}

= {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
< 1}. (3.16)

These three regions were introduced and studied by Ślȩzak and Ziarko [90, 91] in

a Bayesian rough set model. They interpreted them as probabilistic rough set ap-

proximations of C. I argue that they have a very different semantic interpretations

and it may not be appropriate to interpret them straightforwardly as probabilistic

approximations of C.

The three confirmation regions and the three (α, β)-probabilistic approximation

regions are similar in form and both are defined in probabilistic terms. It is very tempt-

ing to treat them as the same by viewing Pr(H) as a threshold on the a posteriori

probability [90, 91]. However, it must be realized that there are significant seman-

tics differences between them. Similar to Pawlak approximation regions, the three

confirmation regions defined by equation (3.16) are of a qualitative nature. They are

defined based on whether an equivalence class confirms, is neutral with respect to, or

disconfirms C. There is no consideration of the degree of confirmation. In contrast,

the (α, β)-probabilistic approximation regions are of a quantitative nature. According

to Bayesian confirmation theory, one may interpret the three confirmation regions as

follows. For an equivalence class inside the positive confirmation region POSC(C), the
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evidence that an object is in the equivalence class positively confirms the hypothesis

C; evidence from the negative confirmation region negatively confirms, or disconfirms,

the hypothesis; evidence from the boundary region neither confirms nor disconfirms,

is neutral with respect to, the hypothesis. In some sense, the three confirmation re-

gions are a classification of various pieces of evidence according to their confirmation

of the set C. They may not be viewed directly as approximations of C. In contract,

(α, β)-probabilistic regions are a classification of objects as approximation of C. For

these reasons, I refer to one as confirmation regions and the other as probabilistic

approximation regions.

3.3.3 Quantitative Bayesian Confirmation

A quantitative conception of Bayesian confirmation theory employs a Bayesian con-

firmation measure that quantifies the degree to which evidence confirms hypothesis.

There is no general agreement on a quantitative measure of confirmation [99]. Many

Bayesian confirmation measures have been proposed and studied [24, 25]. A number

of properties to be satisfied by such measures have been introduced and examined.

Festa [24] suggested that a Bayesian confirmation measure c(E,H) must satisfy the

condition of probability increment, that is, c(E,H) = f(Pr(H|E), P r(E)), must be

an increasing function of Pr(H|E) and a decreasing function of Pr(E). Correspond-

ing to the previously discussed three forms of qualitative confirmation, we have the
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following P-incremental confirmation measures:

cd(E,H) = Pr(H|E) − Pr(H),

cr(E,H) =
Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)
=
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
,

c+r (E,H) =
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|Hc)
, (3.17)

where a similar notational system of Festa is used.

Fitelson [25] argued that a confirmation measure must be consistent with qualita-

tive interpretation of confirmation in the sense that

c(E,H)


> 0, P r(H|E) > Pr(H)

= 0, P r(H|E) = Pr(H)

< 0, P r(H|E) < Pr(H)

(3.18)

A measure satisfying this property is called a relevance measure [25]. Corresponding

to the three representations of qualitative Bayesian confirmation, we can have the

following Bayesian confirmation measures that are relevance measures:

cd(E,H) = Pr(H|E) − Pr(H),

cnr(E,H) =
Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)
− 1 =

Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
− 1,

c+nr(E,H) =
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|Hc)
− 1,

clr(E,H) = log
Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)
= log

Pr(E|H)

Pr(E)
,

c+lr(E,H) = log
Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|Hc)
. (3.19)

Confirmation measures cnr and c+nr may be viewed as normalized version of cr and c+r

that satisfy the constraint given by equation (3.18). Additional Bayesian confirmation

measures and their interpretations can be found in [24,25,35].
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When applying a Bayesian confirmation measure to define parameterized confir-

mation regions, one may expect that evidence in the positive region must confirm the

hypothesis beyond a certain level, evidence in the negative region must disconfirm the

hypothesis beyond another level, and evidence in the boundary region fails to confirm

or disconfirm the hypothesis beyond the required levels. In the context of rough set

theory, the value c([x], C) is the degree to which the evidence y ∈ [x] confirms the

hypothesis y ∈ C, where y ∈ U . Given any Bayesian confirmation measure c([x], C)

and a pair of thresholds (s, t), with t < s, on the confirmation measure, we define

three (s, t)-confirmation regions as:

POSC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | c([x], C) ≥ s},

BNDC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | t < c([x], C) < s},

NEGC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | c([x], C) ≤ t}. (3.20)

They are pair-wise disjoint.

There are several difficulties for the application of quantitative Bayesian confir-

mation regions. Recall that there is no general agreement on a Bayesian confirmation

measure. Choosing an appropriate confirmation measure for a particular application

may not be an easy task. The ranges of the values of different confirmation mea-

sures are different. This makes it an even more difficult task to interpret and set the

thresholds for the desired levels of confirmation or disconfirmation. For different con-

firmation measure, we may need to lay out different guidelines for setting thresholds.

Consider now a minimal requirement of (s, t)-confirmation regions. According

to intended interpretation of Bayesian confirmation, it is reasonable to require that
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(s, t)-confirmation is consistent with qualitative confirmation. That is, the pair of

thresholds must be chosen so that it satisfies the following conditions: if evidence

quantitatively confirms a hypothesis beyond a level s, the evidence must qualitative

confirms the hypothesis; if evidence quantitatively disconfirms a hypothesis below a

level t, the evidence must qualitatively disconfirms the hypothesis. If c([x], C) is a

relevance measure, the condition t < 0 < s will satisfy this requirement. In general,

the reverse implications are not true. This immediately leads to the following linkage

between qualitative and quantitative confirmation regions:

POSC(s,t)(C) ⊆ POSC(C),

BNDC(C) ⊆ BNDC(s,t)(C),

NEGC(s,t)(C) ⊆ POSC(C). (3.21)

The linkage of qualitative and quantitative confirmation regions is a kind of reverse

relation of the linkage of Pawlak and (α, β)-probabilistic approximations. One may

conclude that Bayesian confirmation theory provides a new class of probabilistic rough

set models. It is important to distinguish the class of decision-theoretic rough set

models and the class of confirmation-theoretic rough sets models. That is, we can

use decision-theoretic rough set models for the classification of objects based on their

satisfiability of the hypothesis; we use confirmation-theoretic rough sets models to

evaluate the quality of different pieces of evidences.

For the three representations of qualitative Bayesian confirmation, they produce

the same confirmation regions. This is no longer true for their corresponding quantita-

tive confirmation measures. For confirmation measure cd([x], C) = Pr(C|[x])−Pr(C),
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we have the following three regions:

POSC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≥ s},

BNDC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | t < Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) < s},

NEGC(s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) − Pr(C) ≤ t}. (3.22)

Based on the range of the values of cd, it is reasonable to require that t < 0 < s, with

[s, 1] for positive confirmation, (t, s) for neutral confirmation, and [−1, t] for negative

confirmation. For confirmation measure, c+r ([x], C) = Pr([x]|C)
Pr([x]|Cc)

, one can immediately

obtain the three regions introduced by Ślȩzak [89] in a rough Bayesian model:

POSC(s′,t′)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≥ s′},

BNDC(s′,t′)(C) = {x ∈ U | t′ < Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
< s′},

NEGC(s′,t′)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≤ t′}. (3.23)

The pair of thresholds (s′, t′) on c+r is different from the pair (s, t) on cd. It is reasonable

to require that t′ < 1 < s′, with [s′,+∞) for positive confirmation, (t′, s′) for neutral

confirmation, and [0, t′] for negative confirmation. To some degree, it might be easier

to interpret thresholds on confirmation measure cd, as it is the difference between

a posteriori and a priori probability. Interpretations of thresholds on confirmation

measures such as c+r , clr or c+lr are not as intuitive.
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3.3.4 Combination of Probabilistic Approximation and

Bayesian Confirmation

Greco et al. [35] proposed a parameterized rough set model by combining (α, β)-

probabilistic approximation regions and (s, t)-Bayesian confirmation regions. In their

paper, they defined a pair of lower and upper approximations. I re-express their

results in terms of three regions as follows. Suppose 0 ≤ β < α ≤ 1, c([x], C) is a

Bayesian confirmation measure, and t < s. Three parameterized regions are defined

as:

PPOS(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α ∧ c([x], C) ≥ s}

= POS(α,β)(C) ∩ POSC(s,t)(C),

PBND(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | (Pr(C|[x]) > β ∨ c([x], C) > t) ∧

(Pr(C|[x]) < α ∨ c([x], C) < s)}

= (POS(α,β)(C) ∩ NEGC(s,t)(C)) ∪

(BND(α,β)(C) ∪ BNDC(s,t)(C)) ∪

(NEG(α,β)(C) ∩ POSC(s,t)(C)),

PNEG(α,β,s,t)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β ∧ c([x], C) ≤ t}

= NEG(α,β)(C) ∩ NEGC(s,t)(C). (3.24)

That is, both positive and negative regions are the common parts of the corresponding

(α, β)-probabilistic approximations and (s, t)-Bayesian confirmation, and the bound-

ary regions is the union of the two boundary regions and the disagreement parts of

(α, β)-probabilistic approximations and (s, t)-Bayesian confirmation.
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In addition to the difficulty in choosing an appropriate Bayesian confirmation

measure and a pair of thresholds on the measure, the parameterized model faces a

new challenge of interpreting the combined results. Since probabilistic approximation

regions and Bayesian confirmation regions represent semantically different concepts,

it is necessary to move beyond a simple method of combination. One must address

the issue regarding the rationale and interpretation of such a combination. However,

this should not be considered as a criticism of a combined model, but instead serving

as a motivation for further studies.

3.3.5 Discussions

Applications of Bayesian methods to rough set theory result in two classes of proba-

bilistic rough set models. The two classes share many similarities. Both of them make

use of Bayes’ theorem and both employ the same technique of using a pair of thresholds

to produce three regions. However, their semantic interpretations and hence intended

applications are very different. Decision-theoretic rough set models, developed based

on Bayesian decision theory and Bayesian classification, concern the approximation

of a set of objects by three probabilistic regions. In contrast, confirmation-theoretic

rough set models, developed based on Bayesian confirmation theory, classify evidences

related to equivalence classes into three confirmation regions.

In existing studies on confirmation-theoretic rough set models, attention has been

paid mainly to mathematical constructions and formal properties of various notions.

The semantics of these models, in the context of rough set theory, have not been

explicitly studied and made clear. There exists confusion about different classes of
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models. For example, the connections and differences between Bayesian rough sets

and rough Bayesian sets are not clearly stated. In this thesis, I use the term “Bayesian

rough sets” to indicate a combination of Bayesian methods and rough set theory, or

applications of Bayesian methods to rough set theory, in a similar way that the term

of “probabilistic rough sets” is used to denote a combination of probabilistic methods

and rough set theory or applications of probabilistic methods to rough set theory.

In other words, Bayesian rough sets are interpreted as Bayesian approaches to rough

sets, involving Bayesian statistics, Bayesian inference, Bayesian decision theory, and

Bayesian confirmation theory.

The plurality of Bayesian confirmation measures imposes another practical diffi-

culty in applying confirmation-theoretic rough set models. Unlike decision-theoretic

rough set models, there is, in general, a lack of guidelines and systematic procedures

for interpreting and computing the required thresholds. For this reason, I choose

probabilistic approximation regions of decision-theoretic rough set models for the de-

velopment of a Bayesian rough set model. As future research, by using the same

methodology one might build an alternative Bayesian rough set model based on con-

firmation regions of confirmation-theoretic models.

3.4 Estimating Probabilities Based on Bayesian In-

ference

Bayesian inference, based on Bayes’ theorem, is used to design procedures for com-

puting a posteriori probability required by Bayesian rough sets.
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3.4.1 Inferring a Posteriori Probability by Bayes’ Theorem

In the (α, β)-probabilistic approximations, the a posteriori probabilities are not always

directly derivable from data. In such cases, we need to consider alternative ways to

calculate their values. A commonly used method is to apply the Bayes’ theorem:

Pr(C|[x]) =
Pr(C)Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x])
, (3.25)

where

Pr([x]) = Pr([x]|C)Pr(C) + Pr([x]|Cc)Pr(Cc).

It reduces the problem of estimating the a posteriori probability Pr(C|[x]) of class C

given [x] into estimating the a priori probability Pr(C) of class C, and the likelihood

Pr([x]|C) of C given [x]. There are many methods to estimate likelihood from data

such as naive Bayes and belief networks, which makes probabilistic rough set models

practically useful.

In Bayesian classification, one often uses a monotonically increasing function of

the conditional probability to construct an equivalent classifier. One of such functions

is the odds defined by O(·) = Pr(·)
1−Pr(·) . The odds version of Bayes’ theorem is given by:

O(C|[x]) =
Pr(C|[x])

Pr(Cc|[x])
=

Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
· Pr(C)

Pr(Cc)

=
Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
·O(C). (3.26)

It shows how to update a priori odds O(C) into a posteriori odds O(C|[x]) through the

likelihood ratio Pr([x]|C)
Pr([x]|Cc)

. Posterior odds is useful in many applications. For example,

one may not be interested in the actual value of the posterior probability, but the

probability of C given [x] is how many times than the probability of Cc given [x]. For
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the positive region, we have:

Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α ⇐⇒ O(C|[x]) ≥ α

1 − α

⇐⇒ Pr(C|[x])

Pr(Cc|[x])
≥ α

1 − α

⇐⇒ Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
· Pr(C)

Pr(Cc)
≥ α

1 − α

⇐⇒ Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≥ Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
· α

1 − α
. (3.27)

Similar expressions can be obtained for the negative and boundary regions. Conse-

quently, we can express the three regions in terms of the likelihood ratio as:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≥ Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
· α

1− α
},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
· β

1− β
<

Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
<

Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
· α

1− α
},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≤ Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
· β

1− β
}. (3.28)

The conditions about the likelihood ratio are obtained by the same transformation of

the original thresholds α and β with an adjustment of the a priori odds of C.

Another widely used monotonically increasing transformation of probability func-

tion is the logit transformation defined by logit(Pr(·)) = log(O(·)) = log Pr(·)
1−Pr(·) . By

applying logarithm function to equation (3.27), we can express the three regions as:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | log Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≥ log

Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | log Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
< log

Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
<

log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | log Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
≤ log

Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
}. (3.29)

Again, conditions about the value of the logit function are obtained from the same

transformation of original thresholds α and β with an adjustment of the a priori odds.
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Both the likelihood ratio and the logarithm of likelihood ratio are examples of

Bayesian confirmation measures. By looking at the forms of the last two new but

equivalent definitions of probabilistic approximations, one may confuse them with

Bayesian confirmation regions. Since the a priori odds of C is involved, the thresholds

are in fact not on the corresponding Bayesian confirmation measure, but on a Bayesian

confirmation modified by the a priori odds.

3.4.2 Naive Bayesian Rough Sets

Naive Bayesian classification provides an effective method to estimate the likelihood

by representing an object as a feature vector and assuming that the features are

probabilistically independent [134]. Its application to rough set theory leads to a

Naive Bayesian rough set model [131,132].

The description of an equivalence class [x] can be represented by a feature vec-

tor Des(x) = (va1 , va2 , ..., van). In a Bayesian rough set model, we need to esti-

mate a joint probabilities Pr([x]|C) = Pr(v1, v2, ..., vn|C) and a joint probability

of Pr([x]) = Pr(v1, v2, ..., vn). In practice, it is difficult to analyze the interactions

between the components of [x], especially when the number n is large. A common

solution to this problem is to calculate the likelihood based on the naive conditional

independence assumption [29]. That is, we assume each component vi of [x] to be

conditionally independent of every other component vj for j ̸= i. Although this

assumption may seem overly simplistic, but many empirical studies showed its effec-

tiveness for classification problems [17,47,134].
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Formally, the probabilistic independence assumptions are given by:

Pr([x]|C) = Pr(v1, v2, ..., vn|C) =
i=n∏
i=1

Pr(vi|C),

P r([x]|Cc) = Pr(v1, v2, ..., vn|Cc) =
i=n∏
i=1

Pr(vi|Cc). (3.30)

By inserting them into equation (3.29), we can compute the logarithm of the likelihood

ratio as:

log
Pr([x]|C)

Pr([x]|Cc)
= log

i=n∏
i=1

Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
=

i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
. (3.31)

Now, the three probabilistic regions can be computed by:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U |
i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
≥ log

Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | log Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
<

i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
<

log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U |
i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
≤ log

Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
}. (3.32)

The individual probabilities can be estimated from the frequencies of the training

data:

Pr(vi|C) =
|m(ai = vi) ∩ C|

|C|
,

P r(C) =
|C|
|U |

,

where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set, and m(ai = vi) = {x ∈ U | Iai(x) = vi}

denotes the set of all objects having the property expressed by the formula ai = vi.

Thus, a simple method for probability estimation is obtained in a naive Bayesian

rough set model [131,132].
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3.4.3 A Binary Probabilistic Independence Rough Set Model

In this subsection, I consider a binary probabilistic independent model [20] for a

specific classification problem to show the usefulness of Naive Bayesian rough sets.

In this model, all the feature vectors are binary valued. That is, an object x is

represented by [x] = (v1, v2, ..., vn) where vi = 1 if feature i is present for the object x

and vi = 0 if i is not present for x.

Let pi = Pr(vi = 1|C) denote the probability of a feature presenting in an ob-

ject belong to class C, and qi = Pr(vi = 1|Cc) denote the probability of a feature

presenting in an object belong to class Cc. We can rewrite equation (3.31) as:

i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi|C)

Pr(vi|Cc)
=

i=n∑
i=1

log
Pr(vi = 1|C)viPr(vi = 0|C)1−vi

Pr(vi = 1|Cc)viPr(vi = 0|Cc)1−vi

=
i=n∑
i=1

log
pvii (1 − pi)

1−vi

qvii (1 − qi)1−vi

=
i=n∑
i=1

vi log
pi(1 − qi)

qi(1 − pi)
+

i=n∑
i=1

log
1 − pi
1 − qi

=
i=n∑
i=1

wivi + w0, (3.33)

where wi = log pi(1−qi)
qi(1−pi)

, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and w0 =
∑i=n

i=1
1−pi
1−qi

. With these notations, the

three probabilistic regions can be computed by:

POSB(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U |
i=n∑
i=1

wivi ≥ log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
− w0},

BNDB
(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | log Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
− w0 <

i=n∑
i=1

wivi <

log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1− α
− w0},

NEGB
(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U |

i=n∑
i=1

wivi ≤ log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1− β
− w0}.
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The value wi may be viewed as a weight of feature i.

3.4.4 An Example

Table 3.2 is an information table that contains eight patients. Each patient is rep-

resented by five symptoms whose values are either 1 (i.e., a particular symptom is

present) or 0 (i.e., the symptom is absent). Class is the decision attribute that de-

notes whether a patient has cancer (Class=1) or non-cancer (Class=0).

In practice, the probability or the odds of patients with cancer can be more accu-

rately estimated based on past experience. In this example, I estimate the probability

based on the frequencies of the training examples:

Pr(C) = Pr(Class = 1) =
|{o1, o3, o4, o6, o7}|

|{o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o8}|
=

5

8
,

P r(Cc) = Pr(Class = 0) =
|{o2, o5, o8}|

|{o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o8}|
=

3

8
.

We can get log(Pr(Cc)/Pr(C)) = −0.22, where base 10 is used. The probabilities

pi’s and qi’s can be estimated by:

pi =
the number of cancer patients with the ith symptom present

the number of cancer patients
,

qi =
the number of non-cancer patients with the ith symptom present

the number of non-cancer patients
.

For example, for S4 = 1, we have:

p4 = Pr(S4 = 1|Class = 1) =
|{o1, o3, o5, o6} ∩ {o1, o3, o4, o6, o7}|

|{o1, o3, o4, o6, o7}|
=

3

5
,

q4 = Pr(S4 = 1|Class = 0) =
|{o1, o3, o5, o6} ∩ {o2, o5, o8}|

|{o2, o5, o8}|
=

1

3
.
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Table 3.2: The training set

Patients S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Class

o1 1 1 0 1 1 1

o2 1 0 1 0 0 0

o3 0 0 1 1 0 1

o4 1 0 0 0 1 1

o5 0 1 0 1 1 0

o6 1 0 0 1 1 1

o7 1 0 1 0 1 1

o8 1 0 1 0 0 0

Table 3.3: The testing set

Patients S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Class

o9 0 0 0 1 1 ?

o10 0 1 0 1 0 ?

Thus, the weight factor w4 = log p4(1−q4)
q4(1−p4)

= 0.48. Similarly, we can estimate the

probabilities for the remaining attributes:

p1 =
4

5
, q1 =

2

3
,

p2 =
1

5
, q2 =

1

3
,

p3 =
2

5
, q3 =

2

3
,

p5 =
4

5
, q5 =

1

3
.
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They produce the following weights:

w1 = 0.30, w2 = −0.30, w3 = −0.48, w5 = 0.90.

Thus,

i=5∑
i=1

wivi = w1v1 + w2v2 + w3v3 + w4v4 + w5v5

= 0.30 × v1 + (−0.30) × v2 + (−0.48) × v3 + 0.48 × v4 + 0.90 × v5.

The pair of thresholds on this discriminant function according to the values of loss

functions in Table 3.1 (page 45) is calculated as:

log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

α

1 − α
− w0

= log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

λPN − λBN

λBP − λPP

−
n∑

i=1

log
1 − pi
1 − qi

= −0.22 + log
600 − 300

300 − 200
− (−0.62) = 0.88,

log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

β

1 − β
− w0

= log
Pr(Cc)

Pr(C)
+ log

λBN − λNN

λNP − λBP

−
n∑

i=1

log
1 − pi
1 − qi

= −0.22 + log
300 − 0

1000 − 300
− (−0.62) = 0.03.

We can derive three decision rules for processing a patient represented by (v1, v2, v3,

v4, v5):

1. If 0.30 × v1 + (−0.30) × v2 + (−0.48) × v3 + 0.48 × v4 + 0.90 × v5 ≥ 0.88, the

doctor will treat the patient;

2. If 0.03 < 0.30× v1 + (−0.30)× v2 + (−0.48)× v3 + 0.48× v4 + 0.90× v5 < 0.88,

the doctor will further diagnose the patient;
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3. If 0.30 × v1 + (−0.30) × v2 + (−0.48) × v3 + 0.48 × v4 + 0.90 × v5 ≤ 0.03, the

doctor will not treat the patient.

Consider two new patients in Table 3.3. For the patient o9, we have:

0.30 × v1 + (−0.30) × v2 + (−0.48) × v3 + 0.48 × v4 + 0.90 × v5

= 0.30 × 0 + (−0.30) × 0 + (−0.48) × 0 + 0.48 × 1 + 0.90 × 1

= 1.38 > 0.88.

The doctor will treat o9. For the patient o10, we have:

0.30 × v1 + (−0.30) × v2 + (−0.48) × v3 + 0.48 × v4 + 0.90 × v5

= 0.30 × 0 + (−0.30) × 1 + (−0.48) × 0 + 0.48 × 1 + 0.90 × 0

= 0.18.

In this case, since the value is in between the two thresholds 0.03 < 0.18 < 0.88, the

doctor can not make an immediate decision, and further testing is needed.

3.5 Building Ternary Classifiers with Probabilistic

Rough Sets

The three probabilistic regions can be used to build a ternary classifier for three-

way classification. The introduction of a third choice makes a ternary classifier more

advantageous than a binary classifier under certain conditions.
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3.5.1 Three-Way Classifications

There are extensive studies on inferring classification rules from rough set approx-

imations [36, 37, 69]. The majority of them focus on rule discovery methods and

characterization of rules in terms of statistical measures such as generality, accuracy,

coverage, etc. [48, 66, 102, 108, 126]. However, there is an insufficient treatment on

semantics and implications of the discovered rules. Recently, the notion of three-way

decisions was introduced to provide a new interpretation of rules derived in rough

set theory [121, 122, 142]. That is, classification rules in rough set theory produce a

ternary classifier [119].

Recall that a main result of decision-theoretic rough set model is the (α, β)-

probabilistic positive, boundary and negative regions defined by:

POS(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α},

BND(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | β < Pr(C|[x]) < α},

NEG(α,β)(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β}. (3.34)

They provide three-way classification of objects with respect to C. A pair of thresholds

on probabilities defines three regions for classification in rough set theory.

Let Des(x) denote the description of objects in the equivalence class [x]. Based

on the probabilistic three regions, we can derive following three types of positive,

boundary and negative rules for classification:

Des(x) −→P C, if [x] ⊆ POS(C);

Des(x) −→B C, if [x] ⊆ BND(C);

Des(x) −→N C, if [x] ⊆ NEG(C). (3.35)
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Although these three types of rules have the same form, they have different interpre-

tations, and hence lead to different decisions and actions. To be consistent with the

interpretation of three regions, we can make one of three decisions when classifying

an object. A positive rule is a rule for acceptance: if [x] ⊆ POS(C), we accept x to be

an instance of C, that is, we accept x ∈ C. A negative rule is a rule for rejection: if

[x] ⊆ NEG(C), we reject x to be an instance of C, that is, we reject x ∈ C. A bound-

ary rule is a rule for deferment: if [x] ⊆ BND(C), we neither accept nor reject x ∈ C;

instead, we defer such a definite decision. Accordingly, we also call the three types of

rules the acceptance, deferment and rejection rules. By applying the three types of

rules, one can easily classify an object through a decision of acceptance, rejection or

deferment. The result is a ternary classifier.

Ternary classifiers derived from probabilistic rough sets can be used in many ap-

plications. Consider the medical example discussed earlier. A positive rule indicates

that the doctor will treat the patient immediately, a negative rule indicates that the

doctor decides not to treat the patient, and a boundary rule indicates that a deferred

decision is made for a patient due to insufficient information and further diagnose is

required.

3.5.2 Comparison with Two-Way Classifications

In Bayesian classification, a monotonically increasing function of Pr(C|[x]) is called a

discriminant function [20]. There are typically two ways to use a discriminant function

for classification. One is to use the discriminant function to rank objects and let a

user to classify objects by reading through the ranked list. The other is to set a
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threshold. This produces a binary classifier: objects whose values are above or equal

to the threshold are accepted as instances of the class and whose values below the

threshold are rejected. The Bayesian decision theory can be used to systematically

compute the threshold [20].

Formally, Bayesian two-way classification can be described as follows. Let γ ∈ [0, 1]

denote a threshold on the a posteriori probability Pr(C|[x]). One can divide the set of

objects into two regions as approximations of C, namely, the γ-probabilistic positive

and negative regions:

POSγ(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) ≥ γ},

NEGγ(C) = {x ∈ U | Pr(C|[x]) < γ}. (3.36)

They in turn induce two types of rules, that is, the positive rules for acceptance and

the negative rules for rejection. Note that the probability Pr(C|[x]) can be estimated

by the same methods discussed in the last section.

The differences between binary and three-way classifications are demonstrated in

Figure 3.2. As stated in [122], a three-way classification is advantageous under the

condition β < γ < α. In this case, for the two intervals [0, β] and [α, 1], binary and

ternary classifier make the same decision of acceptance and rejection, respectively, and

for interval (α, β), a ternary classifier chooses a deferment rather than an acceptance

or a rejection. It follows that,

POS(α,β)(C) ⊆ POSγ(C),

BNDγ(C) ⊆ BND(α,β)(C),

NEG(α,β)(C) ⊆ NEGγ(C). (3.37)
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of binary and ternary classifiers

That is, a ternary classifier move some objects from the positive and negative regions

of a binary classifier into a deferment region.

Binary and ternary classifiers can be compared in terms of various types of clas-

sification errors and costs [122]. A binary classifier may produce two types of errors,

namely, incorrect acceptance and incorrect rejection. A ternary classifier may produce

two additional types of errors, namely, deferment of positive and deferment of nega-

tive. Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 are two confusion matrices resulting from binary and

ternary classifiers, respectively. The symbols in the two tables denote the following

numbers:
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Table 3.4: Confusion matrix resulting from a binary classifier

C (P ) Cc (N)

accept TP = |C ∩ POSγ(C)| FP = |Cc ∩ POSγ(C)|

reject FN = |C ∩ NEGγ(C)| TN = |Cc ∩ NEGγ(C)|

TP (True Positive) = the number of correctly classified positive examples,

FP (False Positive)= the number of incorrectly classified negative examples,

FN (False Negative)= the number of incorrectly classified positive examples,

TN (True Negative)= the number of correctly classified negative examples,

and

AP (Accepted Positive)= the number of correctly accepted positive examples,

AN (Accepted Negative)= the number of incorrectly accepted negative examples,

DP (Deferred Positive)= the number of deferred positive examples,

DN (Deferred Negative) = the number of deferred negative examples,

RP (Rejected Positive) = the number of incorrectly rejected positive examples,

RN (Rejected Negative) = the number of correctly rejected negative examples.

Although the four numbers of a binary classifier have the same interpretation as

those in a ternary classifier, new names are used for the latter to emphasize their

corresponding decisions [122].

Binary and ternary classifiers can be compared with respect to errors. The ac-

ceptance error is the proportion of accepted examples which are actually not in class

C. Let AccE2 and AccE3 denote the acceptance errors of the binary and three-way
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Table 3.5: Confusion matrix resulting from a three-way classifier

C (P ) Cc (N)

accept AP = |C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)| AN = |Cc ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|

defer DP = |C ∩ BND(α,β)(C)| DN = |Cc ∩ BND(α,β)(C)|

reject RP = |C ∩ NEG(α,β)(C)| RN = |Cc ∩ NEG(α,β)(C)|

classifiers, respectively. They are defined by:

AccE2 =
FP

TP + FP
=

|Cc ∩ POSγ(C)|
|POSγ(C)|

,

AccE3 =
AN

AP + AN
=

|Cc ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

. (3.38)

Similarly, the rejection error is the proportion of rejected examples which are actually

in class C. The rejection errors of a binary classifier and a three-way classifier are

defined respectively by:

RejE2 =
FN

FN + TN
=

|C ∩ NEGγ(C)|
|NEGγ(C)|

,

RejE3 =
RP

RP +RN
=

|C ∩ NEG(α,β)(C)|
|NEG(α,β)(C)|

. (3.39)

By the condition β < γ < α, we can express POSγ(C) as POS(α,β)(C)∪M , where

M = {x | γ ≤ Pr(C|[x]) < α}. Therefore, the difference between acceptance errors
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of binary and ternary classifiers is given by:

AccE2 −AccE3 =
|Cc ∩ POSγ(C)|

|POSγ(C)|
−

|Cc ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

= (1− |C ∩ POSγ(C)|
|POSγ(C)|

)− (1−
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

)

=
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

− |C ∩ POSγ(C)|
|POSγ(C)|

=
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

−
|C ∩ (POS(α,β)(C) ∪M)|

|POS(α,β)(C) ∪M |

=
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|
|POS(α,β)(C)|

−
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|+ |C ∩M |

|POS(α,β)(C)|+ |M |
. (3.40)

By the definition of probabilistic regions of binary and ternary classifications, and the

condition β < γ < α, we can establish the following facts:

|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)| = |C ∩ (
∪

{[x] | |C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

≥ α})|

= |
∪

{C ∩ [x] | |C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

≥ α}|

=
∑

|C∩[x]|
|[x]| ≥α

| C ∩ [x] |

≥
∑

|C∩[x]|
|[x]| ≥α

α | [x] |

= α | POSα,β(C) |, (3.41)

|C ∩M | = |C ∩ (
∪

{[x] | γ ≤ |C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

< α})|

= |
∪

{C ∩ [x] | γ ≤ |C ∩ [x]|
|[x]|

< α}|

=
∑

γ≤ |C∩[x]|
|[x]| <α

| C ∩ [x] |

≤
∑

γ≤ |C∩[x]|
|[x]| <α

α | [x] |

= α | M |, (3.42)

where the summation is over all equivalence classes satisfying a certain condition.
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Thus, equation (3.40) can be rewritten as:

|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)| · (|POS(α,β)(C)|+ |M |)− |POS(α,β)(C)| · (|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)|+ |C ∩M |)
|POS(α,β)(C)| · (|POS(α,β)(C)|+ |M |)

=
|C ∩ POS(α,β)(C)| · |M | − |POS(α,β)(C)| · |C ∩M |

|POS(α,β)(C)| · (|POS(α,β)(C)|+ |M |)

≥
α|POS(α,β)(C)| · |M | − α|POS(α,β)(C)| · |M |

|POS(α,β)(C)| · (|POS(α,β)(C)|+ |M |)

≥ 0. (3.43)

Therefore, AccE2 ≥ AccE3. Similarly, it can be shown that RejE2 ≥ RejE3. That

is, both acceptance and rejection errors of the three-way classification are lower than

the corresponding errors in binary classification. A ternary classifier reduces the

acceptance or rejection errors by introducing deferment errors.

According to the optimality of Bayesian decision theory, the trade-off made by

a ternary classifier, under the condition β < γ < α, leads to lower overall cost

of classification. The conditions on the loss function to ensure β < γ < α and a

comparison of binary and ternary classification with respect to classification costs can

be found in [122].

3.5.3 An Example

Suppose we have a set of 700 patients, which are divided into four equivalence classes

of 300, 200, 100, and 100 patients, respectively. Let C denote a subset of 364 can-

cer patients. The relationships between C and the equivalence classes are given in

Table 3.6. An integer in each cell of the second and third columns is the number of

patients in the corresponding set. The number in each cell of the last two columns is

a conditional probability.
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Table 3.6: Relationships between C and the equivalence classes

C ∩ E Cc ∩ E Pr(C|E) Pr(Cc|E)

E1(300) 270 30 0.90 0.10

E2(200) 80 120 0.40 0.60

E3(100) 9 91 0.09 0.91

E4(100) 5 95 0.05 0.95

Table 3.7: Loss function of another medical example

C (P )(cancer) Cc (N)(non-cancer)

aP (Treat) λPP = 0 λPN = 10

aB(Further test) λBP = 5 λBN = 5

aN(Not Treat) λNP = 90 λNN = 0

Using the loss functions provided in Table 3.7, by inserting them in equation (3.6),

we obtain the following thresholds:

α = 0.50, β = 0.06, γ = 0.10.

According to these thresholds, the three probabilistic regions of C of the ternary

classifier are given by:

POS(0.50,0.06)(C) = E1,

BND(0.50,0.06)(C) = E2 ∪ E3,

NEG(0.50,0.06)(C) = E4,
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and the two probabilistic regions of the binary classifier are given by:

POS0.10(C) = E1 ∪ E2,

NEG0.10(C) = E3 ∪ E4.

Note that the boundary region of a binary classifier is always empty and is added for

notational simplicity.

We compute the acceptance errors of the the ternary and binary classifiers based

on equation (3.38):

AccE2 =
|Cc ∩ POS0.10(C)|

|POS0.10(C)|

=
|Cc ∩ (E1 ∪ E2)|

|E1 ∪ E2|

=
|(Cc ∩ E1) ∪ (Cc ∩ E2)|

|E1 ∪ E2|

=
150

500
= 0.30,

AccE3 =
|Cc ∩ POS(0.50,0.06)(C)|

|POS(0.50,0.06)(C)|

=
|Cc ∩ E1|

|E1|

=
30

300
= 0.10.

It can be seen that the acceptance error of the ternary classifier is lower than the

acceptance error of the binary classifier. Similarly, we can compute the rejection
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errors based on equation (3.39):

RejE2 =
|C ∩ NEG0.10(C)|
|NEG0.10(C)|

=
|C ∩ (E3 ∪ E4)|

|E3 ∪ E4|

=
|(C ∩ E3) ∪ (C ∩ E4)|

|E3 ∪ E4|

=
14

200
= 0.07,

RejE3 =
|C ∩ NEG(0.50,0.06)(C)|
|NEG(0.50,0.06)(C)|

=
|C ∩ E4|
|E4|

=
5

100
= 0.05.

The rejection error of the ternary classifier is lower than the rejection error of the

binary classifier.

For the equivalence class E1, both the ternary and the binary classifiers make a

decision of acceptance. The associated cost is given by:

Rt(Accept|E1) = Rb(Accept|E1) = λPPPr(C|E1) + λPNPr(C
c|E1)

= 0 × 0.90 + 10 × 0.10 = 1.

For the equivalence class E2, the ternary classifier makes a deferment decision by

putting E2 into the boundary region, while the binary classifier makes a decision of

acceptance. The associated cost are:

Rt(Defer|E2) = λBPPr(C|E2) + λBNPr(C
c|E2)

= 5 × 0.40 + 5 × 0.60 = 5,
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and

Rb(Accept|E2) = λPPPr(C|E2) + λPNPr(C
c|E2)

= 0 × 0.40 + 10 × 0.60 = 6.

For the equivalence class E3, the ternary classifier makes a deferment decision by

putting E3 into the boundary region, while the binary classifier makes a decision of

rejection. The associated cost are:

Rt(Defer|E3) = λBPPr(C|E3) + λBNPr(C
c|E3)

= 5 × 0.09 + 5 × 0.91 = 5,

and

Rb(Reject|E3) = λNPPr(C|E3) + λNNPr(C
c|E3)

= 90 × 0.09 + 0 × 0.91 = 8.1.

For the equivalence class E4, both the ternary and the binary classifiers make a deci-

sion of rejection. The associated cost is:

Rt(Reject|E4) = Rb(Reject|E4) = λNPPr(C|E4) + λNNPr(C
c|E4)

= 90 × 0.05 + 0 × 0.95 = 4.5.

The overall risk for the ternary and binary classifier can be computed by plugging

the above costs into equation (3.2):

Rt =

i=4∑
i=1

R(τ(Ei)|Ei)Pr(Ei)

= Rt(Accept|E1)Pr(E1) +Rt(Defer|E2)Pr(E2) +Rt(Defer|E3)Pr(E3)

+Rt(Reject|E4)Pr(E4)

= 1× 300

700
+ 5× 200

700
+ 5× 100

700
+ 4.5× 100

700
= 3.21,
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Rb =

i=4∑
i=1

R(τ(Ei)|Ei)Pr(Ei)

= Rb(Accept|E1)Pr(E1) +Rb(Accept|E2)Pr(E2) +Rb(Reject|E3)Pr(E3)

+Rb(Reject|E4)Pr(E4)

= 1× 300

700
+ 6× 200

700
+ 8.1× 100

700
+ 4.5× 100

700
= 3.94.

The overall cost of the ternary classifier is lower than the cost of the binary classifier.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a complete model of Bayesian rough sets is proposed by investigating

three main components of the model. The required thresholds for defining proba-

bilistic approximations are interpreted and computed based on a decision-theoretic

rough set model. The Bayes’ theorem and Bayesian inference are used to estimate the

required probability. In particular, a naive Bayesian model is studied. Finally, a new

semantic interpretation of probabilistic rough set is examined based on a framework

of three-way decisions. The introduction of a third choice makes a ternary classifier

to be more advantageous than a binary classifier under certain conditions.
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Chapter 4

THREE-WAY EMAIL SPAM

FILTERING

Email spam filtering is a typical example of automated text categorization. In this

chapter, I demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed framework by applying it to

email spam filtering.

4.1 Automated Text Categorization

Text categorization, also known as document classification or topic spotting, is the

task of automatically classifying an electronic document into a set of categories based

on its contents [84,94]. It has attracted a lot of interests from researchers over the last

few decades since manually classifying the large volume of documents in an organiza-

tions’ databases or generated from the Internet can be too expensive, or simply not

feasible given the time constraints of the applications. Automatic document classifi-
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cation is useful for a wide range of applications such as webpage classification, email

spam filtering, news article classification, and many more.

The document classification task can be divided into three different sorts: su-

pervised document classification where documents have predefined categories, unsu-

pervised document classification (i.e., document clustering) where the class labels

of documents are unknown, and semi-supervised document classification where only

parts of the documents are labeled [58]. Pattern recognition and machine learn-

ing have been applied to document classification. A number of classification algo-

rithms, such as naive Bayes classifier, k-nearest neighbor (kNN), decision trees, neu-

ral networks and Support Vector Machines (SVM), have been used to classify docu-

ments [1, 12, 50, 58, 71, 72, 87]. The technique details of these classifiers are explained

as follows.

4.1.1 Rule-Based Techniques

In the earliest approaches to text categorization, examples are classified by hand-

crafted rules constructed from field experts [43, 76, 104]. Rule-based techniques to

text classification problems are appealing due to their understandability. Later, rules

are automatically generated from the training data to guide the classification task.

Rule-based approaches were widely used in early work with acceptable classification

accuracies.

Suppose we are trying to classify a document x into a set of predefined cate-

gories {C1, C2, ..., Cm}. The general form of a classification rule can be written as:

Des(x) −→ Ci, where the left-hand side is a set of preconditions (e.g., frequencies of
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a set of keywords in x), and the right-hand side is a decision which gives the class

of documents matching the preconditions. The preconditions may be in a number

of different forms. Boolean matching may be used, in which the existence of certain

keywords in texts forms the preconditions. Using the frequency of keywords to form

preconditions is another common method to interpret classification rules.

Rules can either be directly extracted from data, with for example, RIPPER [11],

CN2 [10], and 1R [42] algorithms, or indirectly extracted from other classification

models, such as decision trees [72] and neural networks [87] algorithms, etc. Rule-

based classifiers attempt to produce mutually exclusive rules, that is, rules that are

independent of each other where every document is covered by at most one rule. Some

rule learning methods use exhaustive coverage, that is, every possible combination of

attribute values are considered and each example is covered by at least one rule.

A rule covers a document x if the keywords in x satisfy the precondition of the

rule. To resolve inconsistencies, all rules may be applied to ensure that any rules that

match this document agree in classification. Disagreements cause the document to be

deemed undecidable, in which case the document is assigned to a special undecided

class, or presented to the user for a more educated opinion [13,44,133]. Rules can also

be rank ordered according to their priority. They can either be ranked based on their

quality (rule-based ordering) or grouped together based on their classes (class-based

ordering) [100,128]. The highest ranked rule is used to classify the document. If none

of the rules are triggered, the document will be assigned to the default class.

Rule-based approach is highly expressive, but rules are easily readable and un-

derstood by humans who could possibly change them for fine-tuning or improve-
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ment. Rules can classify documents rapidly with performance comparable to decision

trees [100]. The requirements of rule-based techniques are very low in comparison

to those of more complex methods. However, rule-based techniques suffer from high

computational complexity. Many dimensionality reduction methods have been used

to aid rule induction [3, 85].

4.1.2 Statistically Based Techniques

The rule-based approach was appropriate when few machine-readable texts were avail-

able and computational power was expensive. Recent approaches apply machine learn-

ing algorithms to automatically classify documents into different categories. With

these approaches, a set of decision criteria is learned automatically from the train-

ing data. If a learning method is statistically based, it is called a statistically based

approach. In statistical text classification, the differences between documents are ex-

pressed statistically as the likelihood of certain events, rather than some manually

generated rules.

A statistically based approach employs probability theory to text classification

task. The selected probabilistic classifier computes the conditional probability Pr(Ci |

x), where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The document is assigned to the category with the highest

conditional probability. In other words, probabilistic classifiers are trained to min-

imize the probability of error whenever a decision is made. In the case of binary

classifications, suppose we only have two decision classes (i.e., C1 and C2), for a given
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document x, the probability of error is calculated as:

Pr(error | x) =

 Pr(C1 | x) if we decide C2

Pr(C2 | x) if we decide C1.

We can minimize the probability of error by deciding C1 if Pr(C1 | x) ≥ Pr(C2 | x),

and C2 if Pr(C2 | x) ≥ Pr(C1 | x).

The main advantage of the statistically based approach is efficiency, since calculat-

ing probabilities is relatively an easy task for computers. On the other hand, its main

drawback is the lack of intuitiveness. It is much easier to understand the semantics

of a set of classification rules than large tables of conditional probabilities. Especially

since the intuitive, popular understanding of probability involves equiprobable ran-

domness. Nevertheless, statistically based methods are acquiring wide interests as a

feasible solution to efficiency problems in text categorization tasks.

4.1.3 Other Techniques

Other classification methods, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and vector space

model (VSM) are based on linear algebra. In SVM model, we look for a decision sur-

face that is maximally far away from any data point. This distance from the decision

surface to the closest data point determines the margin of the classifier.The VSM is

another popular text categorization technique [60, 80, 103], in which each document

is represented by a term (i.e., keyword) vector. A document is assigned to the most

likely category based on vector similarities (e.g., the cosine formula) since documents

with similar contents have similar vectors [80,103]. The dimensionality of the feature

space is a main issue for vector-based models, especially for long documents. Many
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algorithms are not applicable due to this reason and requires very large amounts of

storage space.

Neural network [44] was proposed as an alternative to various conventional clas-

sification methods. The basic idea of neural networks is inspired by the structure

of biological neural networks, which consists of an interconnected group of artificial

neurons, and it processes information using a connectionist approach to computation.

One can think a neural network as an adaptive system that changes its structure

based on external or internal information that flows through the network during the

learning phase. Neural networks are non-linear models, which makes them flexible in

modeling real world complex relationships.

Decision trees can be seen as indirect methods of rule-based classification. k-

nearest neighbor (kNN) uses k closest points (nearest neighbors) for performing clas-

sification. k-nearest neighbors of an object x are data points that have the k smallest

distance to x. One can use different distance metric to compute distance between

objects. Unlike decision tree induction and rule-based systems, kNN classifier does

not build models explicitly. Therefore, classifying unknown objects are relatively

expensive when using kNN.

4.2 Workflow of a Spam Filtering System

Over the years, various anti-spam technologies and softwares have been developed.

One popular approach is to treat spam filtering as a classification problem [2, 79].

Many classification algorithms from machine learning can be applied to automatically
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classify incoming emails into different categories based on the contents of emails [14,

29, 55, 58, 61, 79, 82]. Among these algorithms, the naive Bayes classifier has received

much attention and served as a base for many open source projects and commercial

products, due to its simplicity, computational efficiency and good performance [5,

7, 28, 75, 77, 111]. The naive Bayes classifier, along with many other classification

algorithms, typically treat spam filtering as a binary classification problem, that is,

the incoming email is either spam or non-spam. In reality, this simple treatment is too

restrictive and could result in losing vital information by misclassifying a legitimate

email to spam. For example, a user could miss an important job offer just because

the email contains “congratul” (i.e., a common word in email spam filter word list) in

its header. On the other hand, misclassifying a spam email to non-spam also brings

unnecessary costs and waste of resources.

The workflow of an email spam filtering system is based on the bag of words

model [110]. Several pre-processing steps are required before information can be used

by a filter. The main steps involved in a spam filter are illustrated in Figure 4.1 [38].

At the first step, the whole text of every email need to be scanned to obtain words,

phrases or meta-data as tokens. The set of tokens is then represented by a format

(e.g., real values) required by the machine learning algorithm used. These values

indicate a number of things such as the presence of a token or the frequency with

which a given token occurs.

At the second step, words common to both spam and non-spam classes will be

removed. For example, words, such as “to,” “will” and “be,” provide very little

information as to the class of the email message. At the same time, a step called
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From: sender@host.com
To: recipient@host.com
Subject: Hello

Welcome to our service.
You will be receiving...

Tokenization

Lemmatization and
stop-word removal

{Welcome, to, our, service, you,
will, be, receiving}

Representation

{Welcome, service, receiv}

Classifier

Spam or
legitimate

Filter

Figure 4.1: An illustration of some of the main steps involved in a spam filter

lemmatization (stemming) reduces words to their root forms. For example, “receiving”

and “received” will be treated as “receiv” rather than two distinct words.

At the third step, feature selection is often performed to reduce the size of the set

of selected tokens to ensure the performance of algorithms. There are two commonly

used feature selection methods in email spam filtering. Document Frequency (DF)

is the number of emails in which a token occurs. Information Gain (IG) measures
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the number of bits of information obtained for category prediction by knowing the

presence or absence of a token in an email [80]. It is assumed that rare tokens are

non-informative for category prediction. Tokens whose DF or IG are less than some

predetermined thresholds will be removed.

At the last step, after a set of emails have been scanned, they can be represented

in a data table (i.e., the training set). We have a set of tokens as attributes, one

of these attributes is class (e.g., legitimate or spam). Each email is a record of the

collection. The attribute values are frequencies of tokens. A learning algorithm can

be performed on the training set, so we can find a model (e.g., a decision tree or a

set of rules) to measure the hamminess or spamminess of each email. Finally when a

new email comes in, we can apply the model and predict its class.

The last step is a typical classification process in data mining and it is the part

that I want to improve on.

4.3 Related Works on Ternary Email Spam Filter-

ing

In a binary spam filtering system, two email folders are generated that contain spam

and non-spam email messages, respectively. Ideas of ternary email spam filtering has

been discussed in some previous literatures. Robinson [77] suggested to add a bound-

ary region marked unsure to the classification results. Yin et al. [112] suggested to call

these messages that could reasonably be considered either spam or good as gray mail,

and proposed four prototype methods for detecting them. Zhao et al. [136] proposed
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a classification schema based on rough set theory to classify the incoming emails into

three categories: spam, non-spam, and suspicious. Siersdorfer et al. [88] introduced

a framework of using restrictive methods and ensemble-based meta methods for junk

elimination. In their approaches, classifiers for a given topic make a ternary decision

on a document: they can accept the document for the topic, reject it for the topic,

or abstain if there is insufficient evidence for acceptance or for rejection. Zhou and

Yao [142] proposed a three-way decision approach based on Bayesian decision the-

ory. Ternary classifications were also enabled in some anti-spam applications, such as

SpamBayes [97], Bogofilter [7], and SpamAssassin [96].

The main advantage of the ternary email spam filtering is that it allows the pos-

sibility of non-commitment, i.e., of refusing to make a decision in close cases. This

is a useful option if the cost of being indecisive is not too high. The undecided cases

must be re-examined by collecting additional information, thereby classify emails with

fewer errors.

Suppose each incoming email x is represented by a feature vector Des(x) =

(x1, x2, ..., xn), where x1, x2, ..., xn represent the occurrence of tokens in an email mes-

sage. Let C denote the legitimate class, and Cc denote the spam class. Based on

the description of email, we can use a discriminant function f(x) for classification.

For example, in naive Bayes classifier, f(x) is the a posteriori probability or its mono-

tonic transformations (e.g., the a posteriori odds). In Support Vector Machine (SVM)

method, f(x) is the distance between the given email and the decision hyperplane.

There are typically two ways to use a discriminant function for classification. One is

to use the discriminant function to rank emails and let a user read through the ranked
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list. The other is to classify emails into several categories based on some thresholds

on f(x). Three existing approaches on ternary email spam filtering are reviewed as

follows.

Robinson’s Approach

Given an email x described by its feature vector Des(x) = (x1, x2, ..., xn). Robin-

son [77] calculates the spamminess of each selected token based on its occurrence xi

and then combines these individual probabilities into an overall probability for x. The

per-word probability Pr(Cc | xi) is calculated as follows,

Pr(Cc | xi) =
(s× p) + (mxi

× Pr(xi|Cc)
Pr(xi|Cc)+Pr(xi|C)

)

s+mxi

, (4.1)

where s is the strength we want to give to our background information, p is our

assumed probability, based on our general background information, that a word we

do not have any other experience of will first appear in a spam, and mxi
is the number

of emails we have received that contain xi. In practice, the values for s and p are

found through testing to optimize performance. Reasonable starting points are 1 and

0.5 for s and p, respectively.

The per-word probabilities are combined into an overall probability based on

Fisher’s inverse chi-square procedure [101]. The combined probability H is calcu-

lated as follows,

H = Chi−1(−2 ln
n∏

i=1

Pr(Cc | xi), 2n), (4.2)

where Chi−1() is the inverse chi-square function, used to derive a probability from

a chi-square-distributed random variable. H indicates the hamminess of an given

email. The combined probability S that represents the spamminess of the email is
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also calculated:

S = Chi−1(−2 ln
n∏

i=1

(1 − Pr(Cc | xi)), 2n). (4.3)

The final probability is:

I =
1 +H − S

2
. (4.4)

A given email is classified as spam if the value of I is near 1, is classified as legitimate

if I is near 0, and is classified as uncertain when I is near 0.5.

Robinson’s approach does not need naive independence assumption when combin-

ing the individual probabilities, but it is based on an assumption that a randomly

chosen e-mail containing xi would be spam in a world where half the e-mails were

spam and half were ham. Whereas in reality, legitimate and spam emails are usually

not equally distributed. In addition, the selection of the thresholds 1, 0.5 and 0 is

based on intuition with little analysis.

Rough Set Approach

Zhao et al. [136] introduced a rough set approach to automatically learning rules

to classify emails into three categories: spam, non-spam and suspicious. A set of

decision rules is induced by a genetic algorithm intergraded in the rough set tool kit,

Rosetta [78]. The strength of each rule is evaluated by its accuracy. For an email x,

suppose a rule r that matches x is given in the form Des(x) → C, where the left-hand

side is the conjunction of features that describes x (or equivalently the equivalence

class [x]), and the right-hand side is the non-spam class label C. Let RUL(x) denote

the set of these types of rules with non-spam as consequent that matches x. The
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certainty of x being in the non-spam class is measured as follow,

Certaintyx =

∑
r∈RUL(x) accuracy(r)

| RUL(x) |
, (4.5)

where | · | denote the cardinality of a set, and the accuracy of r is calculated by

accuracy(r) = |C∩[x]|
|[x]| . A pair of thresholds α and β is used to compare with Certaintyx

to define the three email categories. An email x is classified into the non-spam category

if Certaintyx ≥ α, is classified into the suspicious category if β ≤ Certaintyx < α.

Otherwise, it will be classified into the spam category.

There are a few problems with Zhao et al.’s approach to spam filtering. First, when

more than one rule matches a given email x, features on the left-hand side of rules in

RUL(x) may have overlaps. Simply adding up the accuracy of each rule may cause

repeated consideration of some features which will lead to biased classification results.

Second, accuracy is the only measure used to evaluate the strength of a rule. It may

not be able to provide reliable indications for some data sets. For example, suppose

we have a data set that contains important evidences of emails being spam, but it

may not contain all evidences of emails being legitimate. Even if we have equally

distributed positive and negative examples, it does not mean that the probability

of an email being spam is 50%. In other words, using |[x]| as a denominator to

measure the accuracy of a rule may mislead the classification results. Other forms

of rule evaluations should also be considered. Third, the two required thresholds are

arbitrarily defined with one simple constraint, that is, α ∈ (1
2
, 1] and β = 1 − α.

Finally, the time to learn accurate rule sets from data is higher than the statistical

methods.

The Ensemble Methods
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Siersdorfer et al. [88] proposed a restrictive meta method for eliminating junk doc-

uments, in which junk documents are defined as the class of documents that does not

appear in the training set, but appears in the testing set. In their approach, restric-

tions are first made to a set of binary classifiers, these classifiers are then ensembled

to make a ternary decision on a newly seen document: they can accept the document

for the topic, reject it for the topic, or abstain if there is neither sufficient evidence

for acceptance nor sufficient evidence for rejection.

The method they used to extend binary classifiers is similar to the ideas of ternary

email spam filtering. That is, each classifier is required to accept or reject documents

if their values above some threshold, and abstain otherwise. More specifically, given

a set V = {v1, v2, ..., vk} of k binary classifiers with results R(vj, x) in {+1,−1, 0} for

a document x. The value of R(vj, x) is +1 if x is accepted for the given topic by vj,

-1 if x is rejected, and 0 if vj abstains. These results are combined into a meta result

that makes a unanimous decision as follows:

Meta(x) =


+1 if

∑k
j=1R(vj, x) · weight(vj) > α,

−1 if
∑k

j=1R(vj, x) · weight(vj) < β,

0 otherwise,

where α and β are two thresholds with α > β, and weight(vj) is a weight factor for

each vj. If all classifiers give the same result (either +1 or -1), Meta(x) returns this

result, and returns 0 otherwise. The author did not provide information on how to

acquire the required thresholds.

Siersdorfer’s approach can be applied to three-way email spam filtering. The

main difference is that in three-way email spam filtering, there are only positive and
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negative examples in the testing set, but we make a ternary classification on a binary

scale. Thus, Siersdorfer’s approach returns a 3 × 3 contingency table that contains

the classification results, whereas the ternary classification methods returns a 2 × 3

contingency table, which represents different types of misclassification errors and costs.

Similar ideas of the ensemble method can be found in [112], where multiple email

filters are performed using different disjoint subsets of the training data. An email is

classified based upon the level of disagreements between these filters. However, both

of these approaches did not provide evidence to show that the ensembled method is

better than applying a single filter. Siersdorfer’s experimental results showed that

for some datasets, the meta classifier outperformed the single classifier, but for some

other datesets, the single classifier performed better.

4.4 Comments on Existing Approaches

There are two key issues in the existing studies on ternary email spam filtering. The

first issue is the estimation of the hamminess or spamminess of an email. For content-

based statistical filtering, a model generally produces a real-valued number that in-

dicates the hamminess or spamminess of an email. For instance, the naive Bayes

classifier uses a posteriori probability to represent the possibility of an email being

legitimate given its feature descriptions. For rule-based approach, this estimation is

done by evaluating strength of the matching rules through some quantitative mea-

sures, such as accuracy and coverage. The second issue is the interpretation and

computation of required thresholds to define the three email categories. The existing
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ternary email spam filtering methods choose the thresholds fairly arbitrarily based on

an intuitive understanding of the levels of tolerance for errors. For example, Spam-

Bayes uses 0.9 to determine between spam and unsure, while 0.2 separates unsure and

legitimate class. Bogofilter uses 0.99-0.45 for the unsure range.

The existing ternary email spam filtering methods focus on the first issue, that is,

working towards functions that give better estimations of hamminess or spamminess

of emails. After testing on the statistically based and rule-based filtering, Graham [31]

pointed out that although the rule-based approach is easy to begin with, but it gets

very hard to catch the last few percentage of spam, the statistically based filtering

is a better way to stop spam. On the other hand, estimations of required thresholds

have not received much attention. Little analysis has been done to determine the

optimal thresholds. There is a need for inferring these thresholds from a theoretical

and practical basis. Moreover, email spam filtering is a typical cost-sensitive task [22,

145,146]. Misclassifying a legitimate email to spam is usually considered more costly

than misclassifying a spam to legitimate. Such characteristics have not been explicitly

reflected and made clear in the existing ternary email spam filtering methods.

4.5 A New Formulation

In this section, after reviewing the basic formulations of the commonly used binary

naive Bayesian spam filtering process, I propose a cost-sensitive three-way email spam

filter based on the unified framework introduced in Chapter 3 to address the above

mentioned issues.
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4.5.1 Binary Naive Bayesian Spam Filtering

The naive Bayesian spam filtering is a probabilistic classification technique of email

filtering [61, 79]. It is based on Bayes’ theorem with naive (strong) independence

assumptions [29,58].

Given an email x described by its feature vector Des(x) = (x1, x2, ..., xn). The a

posteriori odds can be computed as:

Pr(C | [x])

Pr(Cc | [x])
=

n∏
i=1

Pr(xi | C)

Pr(xi | Cc)

Pr(C)

Pr(Cc)
. (4.6)

The detailed computation of likelihood function based on naive independence assump-

tion can be found in equation (3.30) from Section 3.4.2. Thus, an incoming email will

be classified as C (i.e., legitimate) if Pr(C|[x])
Pr(Cc|[x]) (i.e., the a posteriori odds) exceeds a

threshold, otherwise it is spam.

Suppose that an email x is being classified as Ci when its true class label is Cj, a

classification error or cost λij will be incurred. Since Pr(Cj | [x]) is the probability

that the true class label is Cj, the expected cost or conditional risk of deciding class

Ci is defined as:

R(Ci | d) =
m∑
j=1

λijPr(Cj | [x]). (4.7)

The document is assigned to the category with the minimum expected cost or condi-

tional risk. For binary classifications, we have two possible conditional risk:

R(C1 | [x]) = λ11Pr(C1 | [x]) + λ12Pr(C2 | [x]),

R(C2 | [x]) = λ21Pr(C1 | [x]) + λ22Pr(C2 | [x]), (4.8)
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where λ12 denote the cost incurred for deciding C1 when the true class label is C2, and

λ21 denote the cost incurred for deciding C2 when the true class label is C1. Thus,

to minimize the risk of misclassification, the following rule must hold: decide C1 if

R(C1 | [x]) < R(C2 | [x]), that is,

(λ21 − λ11)Pr(C1 | [x]) > (λ12 − λ22)Pr(C2 | [x]). (4.9)

Generally speaking, the cost incurred for making an error is greater than the cost

incurred for being correct, and both of the factors λ21−λ11 and λ12−λ22 are positive.

Thus, the classification decision is determined by the more likely class label, although

the a posteriori probabilities must be scaled by the appropriated cost differences.

By the definitions of the Bayes’ theorem (see equation (3.25)), we can replace the

a posteriori probabilities by the a priori probabilities and the likelihoods. Equation

(4.9) can be rewritten as:

(λ21 − λ11)Pr([x] | C1)Pr(C1) > (λ12 − λ22)Pr([x] | C2)Pr(C2). (4.10)

Under the reasonable assumption that λ21 > λ11, equation (4.10) can be rewritten as:

Pr([x] | C1)

Pr([x] | C2)
>
λ12 − λ22
λ21 − λ11

Pr(C2)

Pr(C1)
, (4.11)

where Pr([x]|C1)
Pr([x]|C2)

is the likelihood ratio. Thus, the classification decision can be made

of deciding C1 if the likelihood ratio exceeds a threshold.

For simplicity, a special kind of classification error or cost, called a symmetrical

or zero-one loss function, is considered in many existing spam filters. It is defined as:

λij =

 0 i = j

1 i ̸= j
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where i, j = 1, . . . ,m. This loss function assigns no loss to a correct decision, and

assigns a unit loss to any error. Thus, all errors are equally costly. The risk corre-

sponding to this loss function is the average probability of error, the conditional risk

can be rewritten as:

R(Ci | [x]) =
m∑
j=1

λijPr(Cj | [x]) =
∑
i ̸=j

Pr(Cj | [x]) = 1 − Pr(Ci | [x]). (4.12)

To minimize the average probability of error, we should select the Ci that maximizes

the a posteriori probability Pr(Ci | [x]). In other words, for minimum error rate:

decide Ci if Pr(Ci | [x]) > Pr(Cj | [x]) for all j ̸= i.

4.5.2 Cost-Sensitive Three-Way Spam Filtering

In medical three-way decision making, a doctor needs to decide whether to treat the

patient, not treat the patient, or further test on the patient. Similar ideas can be used

for email spam filtering, where we can accept an email, reject an email, or put it into

a suspected folder for further examination.

Based on notations in Section 3.2, there are two states (classes) regarding an

incoming email: C (P ) denoting a Legitimate email and Cc (N) denoting a Spam.

There are three actions: aP for accepting the email, aB for making a deferred decision

(i.e., neither accept nor reject the email due to insufficient information), and aN for

rejecting the email.

As shown in Figure 4.2, three email folders are produced instead of two, the Inbox

folder contains accepted emails, the Spam folder contains rejected emails, and the

Suspected folder contains suspicious emails that need to be further examined. This
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Figure 4.2: From binary spam filtering to ternary spam filtering

is a useful option when users view their emails under a time constraint. They may

view the Inbox folder immediately, delete the Spam folder without viewing, and delay

the processing of Suspected folders. The emails in the suspected folder can be ranked

based on their probability of being spam or legitimate to help the user make decisions

later on.

A loss function is interpreted as the costs of taking the corresponding actions.

Generally speaking, a higher cost occurs when misclassifying a legitimate email as

a spam; it could result in losing vital information for a user. On the other hand,

misclassifying a spam to be a legitimate email brings unnecessary costs of processing

the spam. Costs also occur when a delayed decision is made. The costs depend

very much on a particular user’s subjective evaluation about various actions and

the tolerance of different types of errors. Different users may give different values

depending on how critical it is for them to process a spam in the Inbox folder, to
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Figure 4.3: From binary cost matrix to ternary cost matrix

delete the Spam folder, and to delay processing of the Suspected folder.

Similar to the cost matrix given in Chapter 3 for the medical example, a similar

cost matrix can be given for the email spam filtering. As shown in Figure 4.3, there

are four types of loss functions in the binary cost matrix. According to the minimum

risk decision rules in Bayesian decision theory, we accept an email if the expected risk

is smaller than rejecting the email, that is, R(aP |[x]) ≤ R(aN |[x]). In the cost matrix

for ternary classification, there are six types of loss functions. In order to make a

decision, we need to do a pairwise comparison of the three expected risks.

As explained in Section 3.2, the estimation of the required thresholds α and β is

illustrated in Figure 4.4. It maybe reasonable to impose the constraint α > β so that

the boundary region may be non-empty, and the loss incurred for deferment should
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Figure 4.4: Estimating thresholds

be in between of accept and reject, therefore, we get 1 ≥ α > γ > β ≥ 0. After

tie-breaking, γ is no longer needed.

In short, a three-way decision can be made based on the pairwise comparison of the

three expected risks: R(aP |[x]), R(aB|[x]) and R(aN |[x]). Each of these comparisons

can be translated into the comparison between the a posteriori probability Pr(C | [x])

and a pair of thresholds α and β, where Pr(C | [x]) can be calculated based on

Bayesian inference as shown in Section 3.4, and (α, β) can be calculated based on the

loss functions as shown in Section 3.2.

Example 4 Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 give the loss functions of two users, User 1 and

User 2, respectively. It can be seen that User 1 is more concerned about losing a

legitimate email and at the same time about processing a spam. In comparison, User

2 is not so much concerned.
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Table 4.1: Loss function of User 1

C (P )(Legitimate) Cc (N)(Spam)

aP (Accept) λ1PP = 0 λ1PN = 10

aB(Defer) λ1BP = 5 λ1BN = 5

aN(Reject) λ1NP = 90 λ1NN = 0

Table 4.2: Loss function of User 2

C (P )(Legitimate) Cc (N)(Spam)

aP (Accept) λ2PP = 0 λ2PN = 8

aB(Defer) λ2BP = 5 λ2BN = 5

aN(Reject) λ2NP = 15 λ2NN = 0

The pair of thresholds α1 and β1 for User 1 is calculated according to equation (3.6)

as:

α1 =
(λ1PN − λ1BN)

(λ1PN − λ1BN) + (λ1BP − λ1PP )
=

10 − 5

(10 − 5) + (5 − 0)
= 0.50,

β1 =
(λ1BN − λ1NN)

(λ1BN − λ1NN) + (λ1NP − λ1BP )
=

5 − 0

(5 − 0) + (90 − 5)
= 0.06.

The pair of thresholds α2 and β2 for User 2 is calculated as:

α2 =
(λ2PN − λ2BN)

(λ2PN − λ2BN) + (λ2BP − λ2PP )
=

8 − 5

(8 − 5) + (5 − 0)
= 0.38,

β2 =
(λ2BN − λ2NN)

(λ2BN − λ2NN) + (λ2NP − λ2BP )
=

5 − 0

(5 − 0) + (15 − 5)
= 0.33.

It follows that β1 < β2 < α2 < α1. As expected, the thresholds of User 2 are
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Figure 4.5: An example

within the thresholds of User 1, which shows that User 1 is much critical than User 2

regarding both incorrect acceptance and rejection. Consequently, User 1 would have

smaller accepted and rejected folders but a large deferred folder. In contract, User 2

would have larger accepted and rejected folders but a smaller deferred folder.

For a new email Eml7, suppose its probability of being legitimate can be calculated

from the training set as shown in Figure 4.5, that is, Pr(Legitimate|[x]) = 0.3. For

User 1, Eml7 will be classified into the deferment folder for further examination be-

cause 0.06 < Pr(Legitimate|[x]) < 0.50, but for User 2, Eml7 will be rejected because
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Pr(Legitimate|[x]) ≥ 0.38. Different filtering options are tailored to meet individual

requirements in terms of minimum overall cost based on our unified framework.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, I demonstrate the usefulness of the unified framework introduced in

Chapter 3 through a real world application, namely, email spam filtering. After re-

viewing the existing work on ternary email spam filtering, I point out two basic issues,

that is, the computation and interpretation of the required thresholds and the cost-

sensitive characteristic. A cost-sensitive three-way email spam filtering architecture

is proposed to address the above issues.
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Chapter 5

EXPERIMENTS AND

EVALUATIONS

In this chapter, I compare and evaluate the performance of proposed approach with

traditional naive Bayesian spam filter and two existing ternary spam filters. Three

benchmark corpora are used in the experiments. The results are evaluated in both

cost-sensitive and non-cost-sensitive settings.

5.1 Dataset Preparations

The experiments were performed on three different datasets, the PU1 corpus [2],

the Ling-Spam corpus [2], and a spambase data set from UCI Machine Learning

Repository [56]. My goal is to compare the cost-sensitive three-way decision approach

and the original naive Bayesian spam filter, Robinson’s approach and the rough set

approach on the three different datasets.
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For the PU1 corpus, I selected the emails under the bare folder as the dataset,

there were 1099 emails, 481 were spam, 618 were legitimate. The corpus was divided

into 10 parts, and 10-fold cross validation was used with one part reserved for testing

set at each repetition. After scanning the training set, I removed the tokens that

appear less than 5% and more than 95% in all the emails. Information gain was used

as the feature selection method and the top 300 attributes were selected as the feature

set. For the Ling-Spam corpus, I selected the emails under the lemm stop folder as

the dataset, there were 2,412 legitimate emails from a linguistic mailing list and 481

spam ones. Again, 10-fold cross validation was used and the same feature selection

strategy was used, the top 150 attributes were selected as the feature set based on

their information gain. The UCI spambase data set consisted of 4601 instances, with

1813 instances as spam, and 2788 instances as legitimate, each instance was described

by 58 attributes. I split the data set into a training set of 3681 instances, and a

testing set of 920 instances. Entropy-MDL [23] is used as the discretization method

applied to both the training and testing data sets. The best-first search is used for

attribute selection and 15 attributes are selected. For the rough set approach, the set

of decision rules is induced by using the genetic algorithm in the rough set tool kit,

Rosetta [78].

5.2 Evaluation Measures

I use both the traditional non-cost-sensitive evaluation methods [27,130,138] and the

cost-sensitive evaluation methods to compare the performances of the new approach
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and other existing works.

Spam recall and spam precision have been used as indicators for measuring email

spam filter performance [2, 79,140]. They are defined as:

spam recall =
nS→S

nS→S + nS→L

,

spam precision =
nS→S

nS→S + nL→S

,

where nS→S denotes the number of emails classified as spam which truly are, nL→S

denotes the number of legitimate emails classified as spam, and nS→L denotes the num-

ber of spam emails classified as legitimate. Since misclassifying an legitimate email to

spam is more costly than misclassifying a spam to legitimate, I consider spam precision

as the main indicator for the non-cost-sensitive evaluation, the ternary email spam

filtering should increase the spam precision in comparison with the original binary

naive Bayes classifier (i.e., nL→S decreases). The misclassification error discussed in

previous chapters will be used in evaluations considering cost.

For cost-sensitive evaluations, I assume that misclassifying a legitimate email as

spam is w times more costly than misclassifying a spam email as legitimate. Three

different w values (w = 1, w = 3, and w = 9) were used for the original naive

Bayesian spam filter. Three sets of loss functions for the three-way decision approach

were provided accordingly with the same cost ratios. For instance, when we use w = 9

for the naive Bayesian spam filter, λNP/λPN = 9 was used in the three-way decision

approach. Three pairs of thresholds (α, β) were calculated based on these three sets

of loss functions, respectively, to distinguish the three email categories in ternary

email spam filtering. The weighted accuracy, weighted error rate and total cost ratio
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suggested by Androutsopoulos et al. [2], the cost measure suggested by Yao [122], and

the cost curve suggested by Drummond et al. [18, 19] were used as the cost-sensitive

evaluation measures.

The weighted accuracy is defined as [2]:

WAcc =
w · nL→L + nS→S

w ·NL +NS

,

where nL→L denotes the number of emails classified as legitimate which truly are, NL

and NS are the number of legitimate and spam emails to be classified by the spam

filter. Similarly, we can define the weighted error rate as follows [2]:

WErr =
w · nL→S + nS→L

w ·NL +NS

.

It is important to compare the weighted accuracy and weighted error rate to a baseline

approach to avoid misinterpreting the often high accuracy and low error rate scores.

A baseline is defined as the case where all legitimate emails are never blocked, and

all the spam emails always pass the filter. The weighted error rate of the baseline is

defined as [2]:

WErrb =
NS

w ·NL +NS

.

The total cost ratio is defined as [2]:

TCR =
WErrb

WErr
=

NS

w · nL→S + nS→L

.

Greater TCR indicates better performance. If cost is proportional to wasted time,

TCR measures how much time is wasted to delete manually all spam emails when

no filter is used, compared to the time wasted to delete manually any spam emails
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that pass the filter plus the time needed to recover from mistakenly blocked legitimate

emails. The ternary email spam filtering introduce two additional types of misclassifi-

cation errors besides the original incorrect acceptance and incorrect rejection, namely,

deferment of positive and deferment of negative. In other words, the misclassification

rate is reduced by the deferment errors. Therefore, the ternary email spam filtering

should decrease the weighted error rate (i.e., its numerator decreases) and increase

the TCR (i.e., its denominator decreases).

Suppose the classification results of the ternary email spam filtering are repre-

sented by the following 3× 2 contingency table:

C (P ): positive Cc (N): negative

aP : accept nt
PP nt

PN

aB: defer nt
BP nt

BN

aN : reject nt
NP nt

NN

The cost measure for ternary classification models is defined as:

Costt =
1

U
[(λPPn

t
PP + λPNnt

PN ) + (λBPn
t
BP + λBNnt

BN )

+(λNPn
t
NP + λNNnt

NN )],

where U denotes the number of examples in the testing set, λPP , λPN , λBP , λBN , λNP

and λNN are the loss functions defined in Chapter 3. Assume the classification results

of the binary models are represented by the following 2× 2 contingency table:
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C (P ): positive Cc (N): negative

aP : accept nb
PP nb

PN

aN : reject nb
NP nb

NN

The cost measure for binary models is defined as:

Costb =
1

U
[(λPPn

b
PP + λPNnb

PN ) + (λNPn
b
NP + λNNnb

NN )],

Note that nb
NP and nt

NP correspond to nL→S in the weighted error rate and TCR

measures, and nb
PN and nt

PN correspond to nS→L. We used the symbols from the

original paper [122] for the consistency with the subscripts of the loss functions. As

it has been proved by the author [122], the associated costs of a ternary classification

model are always less than the binary model. The main advantage of the cost measure

is that it takes deferment costs and errors into consideration, while the other measures

only consider the acceptance and rejection errors.

Cost curve is an alternative to ROC curve in which the expected cost of a classifier

is represented explicitly [18, 19]. The x -axis in a cost curve is the probability-cost

function for positive examples, which is defined as:

PCF (C) =
Pr(C)λNP

Pr(C)λNP + Pr(Cc)λPN
.

The y-axis is the expected cost normalized with respect to the cost incurred when

every example is incorrectly classified, which is defined as:

NE(λ) = (1 − TP − FP ) ∗ PCF (C) + FP,

where TP is the true positive rate, and FP is the false positive rate. If one classifier
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Table 5.1: Comparison results on PU1 corpus

Spam

Thresholds Approaches cost WAcc WErr TCR precision recall

NB 2.73 81.81% 18.18% 2.25 80.49% 73.33%

w = 1 Three-way 2.07 74.55% 10.00% 4.09 89.66% 57.78 %

α = 0.75 Robinson 3.72 0.90% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 2.22%

β = 0.25 RS 3.99 50.91% 19.10% 2.14 58.62% 37.78%

NB 3.82 88.33% 11.67% 1.61 85.37% 77.78%

w = 3 Three-way 2.97 83.75% 7.08% 2.65 90.91% 66.67%

α = 0.65 Robinson 5.36 0.42% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 2.22%

β = 0.15 RS 8.43 50.42% 19.58% 0.96 57.58% 42.22%

NB 3.13 91.59% 8.41% 0.85 88.10% 82.22%

w = 9 Three-way 1.79 86.35% 5.40% 1.32 91.18% 68.89%

α = 0.55 Robinson 2.18 0.16% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 2.22%

β = 0.05 RS 7.54 39.21% 23.17% 0.31 57.89% 48.89%

is lower in expected cost across the whole range of the probability-cost function, it

dominates the other.

5.3 Results and Analysis

Table 5.1 to Table 5.3 show the evaluation results on three different datasets. We can

see that Robinson’s approach has better performance in non-cost-sensitive evaluations,
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Table 5.2: Comparison results on Ling-Spam corpus

Spam

Thresholds Approaches cost WAcc WErr TCR precision recall

NB 1.71 88.58% 11.42% 1.61 72.73% 60.38%

w = 1 Three-way 1.63 88.58% 10.73% 1.71 74.42% 60.38%

α = 0.75 Robinson 3.54 6.57% 0.35% 53.00 95.00% 35.85%

β = 0.25 RS 1.99 83.39% 12.11% 1.51 82.35% 26.42%

NB 2.80 92.90% 7.10% 0.98 74.42% 60.38%

w = 3 Three-way 2.53 92.51% 6.31% 1.10 74.42% 60.38%

α = 0.65 Robinson 4.43 3.15% 0.79% 8.83 92.31% 45.28%

β = 0.15 RS 2.32 89.09% 4.47% 1.56 80.00% 30.19%

NB 1.80 95.22% 4.78% 0.51 76.92% 56.60%

w = 9 Three-way 1.66 93.94% 4.27% 0.57 78.38% 54.72%

α = 0.55 Robinson 2.28 1.29% 0.83% 2.94 93.33% 52.83%

β = 0.05 RS 1.03 88.84% 1.88% 1.29 85.00% 32.08%

but provides poor performance in cost-sensitive settings on all three datasets (e.g., low

WAcc and TCR). The rough set approach produces poor results on PU1 corpus for

both the cost-sensitive and non-cost-sensitive evaluations (e.g., low spam precision and

WAcc, high WErr and cost). On average, the three-way decision approach provides

better results than the original naive Bayes classifier, and outperforms the other two

ternary spam filtering methods for the cost-sensitivity aspect. That is, lower cost and
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Table 5.3: Comparison results on UCI spambase dataset

Spam

Thresholds Approaches cost WAcc WErr TCR precision recall

NB 1.79 88.04% 11.96% 3.34 88.13% 80.93%

w = 1 Three-way 1.07 84.89% 4.46% 8.95 94.70% 77.93%

α = 0.75 Robinson 0.08 97.93% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 98.09%

β = 0.25 RS 2.29 82.61% 14.57% 2.74 97.38% 60.76%

NB 2.11 93.63% 6.37% 2.84 94.70% 77.93%

w = 3 Three-way 1.72 88.75% 4.05% 4.48 97.56% 76.29%

α = 0.65 Robinson 0.17 95.21% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 98.91%

β = 0.15 RS 2.55 90.72% 7.26% 2.50 97.01% 61.85%

NB 0.91 96.86% 3.14% 2.18 97.99% 66.49%

w = 9 Three-way 0.84 89.88% 1.78% 3.86 98.55% 55.59%

α = 0.55 Robinson 0.56 61.19% 0.00% 0.00 100.00% 98.91%

β = 0.05 RS 1.08 94.70% 3.54% 1.94 97.02% 62.13%

weighted error, higher TCR. When w increases, spam precision increases for both the

naive Bayes classifier and the three-way decision approach, and the weighted error and

TCR decrease. On the other hand, Robinson’s approach and the rough set approach

are not sensitive to different cost settings. Their cost-sensitive evaluation results are

poor. For instance, the rough set approach has higher weighted error, higher cost, and

lower TCR comparing to other spam filters, and Robinson’s approach has lower TCR
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Figure 5.1: Comparison results of cost curves on PU1 corpus for different cost settings

and higher cost than the three-way decision approach.

Figure 5.1 shows the cost curves of four email spam filters on PU1 corpus under

three different cost settings. As we can see, Robinson’s approach and the rough set

approach have high expected cost under all three settings. The three-way decision

approach has lower expected cost than the naive Bayes classifier across the most range

of the probability-cost function when w = 1 and w = 3, and has a close expected cost

with the naive Bayes classifier when w = 9. Figure 5.2 shows the cost curves on Ling-
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Figure 5.2: Comparison results of cost curves on Ling-Spam corpus for different cost

settings

Spam corpus. Robinson’s approach has high expected cost under all three settings.

The rough set approach dominates the other three spam filters when w = 9, but

has higher expected costs when w = 1 and w = 3. The three-way decision approach

dominates the naive Bayes classifier under all three settings. Figure 5.3 shows the cost

curves on the UCI dataset. The rough set approach has high expected costs under

all three settings. Robinson’s approach dominates the other three spam filters when

w = 1 and w = 3, but has a higher expected cost when w = 9. The cost-sensitive
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Figure 5.3: Comparison results of cost curves on UCI dataset for different cost settings

three-way decision approach has lower expected cost than the naive Bayes classifier

across the most range of the probability-cost function under all three settings.

Overall, for the cost-sensitive evaluations, the three-way decision approach has low-

est cost comparing to other three existing spam filters. It is sensitive to different cost

settings and consistently performs better than other spam filters on all three datasets.

Robinson’s approach has better spam precision for the non-cost-sensitivity aspect, but

provides poor performance in the cost-sensitive evaluations. Among the three ternary
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spam filters, the three-way decision approach is the only one that outperforms the

original naive Bayesian spam filter in both the cost-sensitive and non-cost-sensitive

settings on all three datasets.
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Chapter 6

EXTENSIONS OF THE BASIC

MODEL

In this Chapter, I investigate two extensions of the proposed model. One is multi-class

classification and the other is sequential decision-making.

6.1 Multi-Class Classification

The three-way decision approach to spam filtering makes a ternary classification of

two classes, that is, there are only two decision classes for an email (e.g., legitimate or

spam). A natural extension of this approach is to consider the multi-class case. For

instance, phishing (password fishing) has become a severe problem in recent years.

Different to unsolicited but harmless spam emails, phishing contains various criminal

activities which try to fraudulently acquire sensitive data from internet users, and

therefore it is usually considered as a separate email class in addition to legitimate
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and spam.

6.1.1 Probabilistic Approximations of Multi-Class Classifica-

tion

In Pawlak rough set theory [64] and its probabilistic generalizations [40,41,68,124,125,

147], all decision classes are treated as the same in the interpretation and applications

of approximations and three regions. In other words, the same pair of thresholds are

used to define the positive, negative and boundary regions. As a natural extension to

these studies, rough set approximations for multi-class decision problems using differ-

ent pairs of thresholds have been discussed in several studies. Ślȩzak [89] suggests an

approach to define the three probabilistic regions based on pair-wise comparisons of

categories. A matrix of thresholds is used, with a pair of thresholds on the likelihood

ratio of each pair of categories. Although the approach is mathematically appealing

and sound, it suffers from a lack of guidelines and systematic methods on how to deter-

mining the required thresholds, one may have difficulties in estimating all thresholds.

Yao [127] suggests an alternative method to change an m-class classification problem

into m two-class classification problems based on the framework of decision-theoretic

rough set model (DTRS) [124, 125]. The results from two-class classification can be

immediately applied. In addition, m pairs of thresholds can be systematically calcu-

lated based on the well established Bayesian decision theory, and interpreted in terms

of more practically operable notions such as cost, risk, benefit etc. Some practice

issues when applying Yao’s idea to classify new objects are further discussed by Liu

et al. [53] with the aid from Bayesian decision procedure. However, their work as-
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sumes that the losses incurred for misclassifying an object into any classes are the

same. This assumption does not always hold in many real world applications. For

example, in a medical example, misclassifying a patient with flu to cancer costs more

than misclassifying this patient to have pneumonia.

In the multi-class solution given in the original Bayesian decision theory, one has

the option of assigning the object to one of the m(m ≥ 2) classes. In other words,

each class is associated with an action of accepting the object to be a member of that

class. Lingras et al. [52] proposed a rough multi-class decision theoretic framework

based on DTRS by building a similarity relation between each object and an action

corresponding to a subset of categories. The final classification in both of these ap-

proaches is made by choosing the action with the minimum expected loss. However,

one has to make an immediate decision to either accept or reject the object to be a

member of one of the classes, and the losses incurred for making rejections to different

classes are not considered.

In this section, a probabilistic approximation for multi-class decision problems

based on the three-way decision approach is introduced. Instead of making an imme-

diate acceptance or rejection decision, a third option of making a deferred decision is

added to each class. This gives the user the flexibility of refusing to make a decision

under certain situations. For example, if the doctor can not diagnose between a few

different types of flu based on a patient’s symptoms, a series of diagnostic tests can

be performed to gather more information to help the doctor making the decision.

Moreover, the losses incurred for misclassifying an object into different substitution

classes are treated differently, and the losses incurred for making deferred and rejective
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decisions to different classes are considered.

6.1.2 Existing Work

Bayesian Decision Theory for Multi-Class Classification

In Bayesian decision theory [20], let Ω = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} denote a finite set of m

classes and A = {a1, a2, . . . , am} a finite set of m possible actions. The loss function

λ(ai|Cj) is given by a m×m matrix:

C1 C2 · · · Cj · · · Cm

a1 λ11 = λ(a1|C1) λ12 = λ(a1|C2) · · · λ1j = λ(a1|Cj) · · · λ1m = λ(a1|Cm)

a2 λ21 = λ(a2|C1) λ22 = λ(a2|C2) · · · λ2j = λ(a2|Cj) · · · λ2m = λ(a2|Cm)

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

ai λi1 = λ(ai|C1) λi2 = λ(ai|C2) · · · λij = λ(ai|Cj) · · · λim = λ(ai|Cm)

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

am λm1 = λ(am|C1) λm2 = λ(am|C2) · · · λmj = λ(am|Cj) · · · λmm = λ(am|Cm)

In general, the selection of the values of the loss function can be represented as:

λ(ai|Cj) =

 0, i = j,

λij, i ̸= j,

where λij (i, j = 1, . . . ,m) denotes the loss incurred for deciding class Ci when the

true class is Cj. The expected cost associated with taking action ai is:

R(ai|[x]) =

j=m∑
j=1

λ(ai|Cj)Pr(Cj | [x]). (6.1)

The classifier is said to assign an object to class Ci if

R(ai|[x]) < R(aj|[x]), for all j ̸= i.
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Yao’s Approach

Inspired by the above multi-class classification solution, Yao [127] suggested chang-

ing an m-class classification problem into m two-class classification problems, and

making a three-way decision for each class. For the finite set of m classes Ω =

{C1, C2, . . . , Cm}, the Cj’s form a family of pair-wise disjoint subsets of U , namely,

Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i ̸= j, and ∪Cj = U . For each Cj, a two-class classification {C,Cc}

can be defined, where C = Cj and Cc = Cc
j = ∪i̸=jCi. The loss function for each Cj

is given by a 3 ×m matrix:

C1 C2 · · · Cj · · · Cm

aPi λP1 = λ(aPi |Cj) λP2 = λ(aPi |Cj) · · · λPi = λ(aPi |Cj) · · · λPm = λ(aPi |Cj)

aBi λB1 = λ(aBi |Cj) λB2 = λ(aBi |Cj) · · · λBi = λ(aBi |Cj) · · · λBm = λ(aBi |Cj)

aNi λN1 = λ(aNi |Cj) λN2 = λ(aNi |Cj) · · · λNi = λ(aNi |Cj) · · · λNm = λ(aNi |Cj)

The m pairs of thresholds can be systematically calculated based on the given

loss functions. The results from DTRS can be immediately applied. However, the

losses incurred for making any substitution errors are considered as the same in this

approach. That is,
λP1 = λP2 = . . . = λPm = λ(aPi|Cj), for all i ̸= j,

λB1 = λB2 = . . . = λBm = λ(aBi|Cj), for all i ̸= j,

λN1 = λN2 = . . . = λNm = λ(aNi|Cj), for all i ̸= j.

This assumption does not always hold in many real world scenarios, which makes it

not practice in real applications.
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Ślȩzak’s Approach

Ślȩzak [89] introduced a rough Bayesian model (RB) and applied it to multi-class

classifications based on pair-wise comparisons of decision classes. For an information

table with a set of decision classes {0, . . . ,m− 1}, a matrix of thresholds is given as:

ε =



∗ ε01 . . . ε0m−1

ε10 ∗ ...

... ∗ εm−2
m−1

εm−1
0 . . . εm−1

m−2 ∗


.

where εji ∈ [0, 1) for i ̸= j is called a significance threshold that expresses whether the

degree of belief is strong enough for class Ci with respect to any other class Cj. The

three probabilistic regions are defined as follows:

POS(ε)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | ∀j:j ̸=iPr([x] | Cj) ≤ εjiPr([x] | Ci)},

BND(ε)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | ∃j:j ̸=iPr([x] | Cj) > εjiPr([x] | Ci) ∧

∀j:j ̸=iPr([x] | Ci) > εijPr([x] | Cj)},

NEG(ε)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | ∃j:j ̸=iPr([x] | Ci) ≤ εijPr([x] | Cj)}. (6.2)

An object x belongs to POS(ε)(Ci) if and only if the attribute values used to

describe x (i.e., Des(x) or [x]) are significantly more likely to occur under Ci than

under any other class Cj, j ̸= i. Object x belongs to BND(ε)(Ci) if and only if [x]

is not significantly more likely under Ci than under all other Cj but there is also no

alternative class, which makes [x] significantly more likely than Ci does. object x

belongs to NEG(ε)(Ci) if and only if there is an alternative class Cj, which makes [x]
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significantly more likely than Ci does. However, the selection of significance thresholds

can be a subjective and difficult task without systematic guidelines.

6.1.3 Cost-Sensitive Multi-Class Classification

Similar to Yao’s idea, for the finite set of m classes Ω = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm}, we make

a three-way decision to each class Ci, that is, each Ci is associated with a set of

three actions A = {aPi
, aBi

, aNi
}, where aPi

, aBi
, and aNi

represent the three actions

in deciding x ∈ POS(Ci), x ∈ BND(Ci), and x ∈ NEG(Ci), respectively. The loss

function is given by a 3 ×m matrix for each Ci [143]:

C1 C2 · · · Ci · · · Cm

aPi λP1 = λ(aPi |C1) λP2 = λ(aPi |C2) · · · λPi = λ(aPi |Ci) · · · λPm = λ(aPi |Cm)

aBi λB1 = λ(aBi |C1) λB2 = λ(aBi |C2) · · · λBi = λ(aBi |Ci) · · · λBm = λ(aBi |Cm)

aNi λN1 = λ(aNi |C1) λN2 = λ(aNi |C2) · · · λNi = λ(aNi |Ci) · · · λNm = λ(aNi |Cm)

Different from Yao’s approach, the losses incurred for making substitution errors

are considered differently. That is,
λPi = λ(aPi|Cj), for all i ̸= j,

λBi = λ(aBi|Cj), for all i ̸= j,

λNi = λ(aNi|Cj), for all i ̸= j,

The expected losses associated with taking different actions for objects in [x] can
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be expressed as:

R(aPi
|[x]) =

j=m∑
j=1

Pr(Cj | [x])λ(aPi
| Cj),

R(aBi
|[x]) =

j=m∑
j=1

Pr(Cj | [x])λ(aBi
| Cj),

R(aNi
|[x]) =

j=m∑
j=1

Pr(Cj | [x])λ(aNi
| Cj). (6.3)

Recall the minimum-risk decision rules suggested by Bayesian decision procedure are

as follows:

(P) If R(aPi |[x]) ≤ R(aBi |[x]) and R(aPi |[x]) ≤ R(aNi |[x]),decide x ∈ POS(Ci);

(B) If R(aBi |[x]) ≤ R(aPi |[x]) and R(aBi |[x]) ≤ R(aNi |[x]),decide x ∈ BND(Ci);

(N) If R(aNi |[x]) ≤ R(aPi |[x]) and R(aNi |[x]) ≤ R(aBi |[x]),decide x ∈ NEG(Ci).

Ordinarily, the loss incurred for making an error is greater than the loss incurred for

being correct, and the loss incurred for making a deferment decision is in between.

Consider a special kind of loss functions with:

(c2). λ(aPi
|Ci) ≤ λ(aBi

|Ci) < λ(aNi
|Ci),

λ(aNi
|Cj) ≤ λ(aBi

|Cj) < λ(aPi
|Cj), for all j, j ̸= i.

That is, the loss of classifying an object x belonging to Ci into the positive region

POS(Ci) is less than or equal to the loss of classifying x into the boundary region

BND(Ci), and both of these losses are strictly less than the loss of classifying x into

the negative region NEG(Ci). The reverse order of losses is used for classifying an

object not in Ci. Under condition (c2), we can simplify decision rules (P)-(N) as

follows. For the rule (P), the first condition can be expressed as:
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R(aPi
|[x]) ≤ R(aBi

|[x])

⇐⇒
j=m∑
j=1

Pr(Cj |[x])λ(aPi
|Cj) ≤

j=m∑
j=1

Pr(Cj |[x])λ(aBi
|Cj)

⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x])λ(aPi
|Ci) +

j=m∑
j=1,j ̸=i

Pr(Cj |[x])λ(aPi
|Cj) ≤ Pr(Ci|[x])λ(aBi

|Ci) +

j=m∑
j=1,j ̸=i

Pr(Cj |[x])λ(aBi
|Cj)

⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aPi
|Cj)− λ(aBi

|Cj))

λ(aBi
|Ci)− λ(aPi

|Ci)
.

Similarly, other conditions of the three rules can be expressed as:

R(aPi |[x]) ≤ R(aNi |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aPi |Cj)− λ(aNi |Cj))

λ(aNi |Ci)− λ(aPi |Ci)
,

R(aBi |[x]) ≤ R(aPi |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aPi |Cj)− λ(aBi |Cj))

λ(aBi |Ci)− λ(aPi |Ci)
,

R(aBi |[x]) ≤ R(aNi |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aBi |Cj)− λ(aNi |Cj))

λ(aNi |Ci)− λ(aBi |Ci)
,

R(aNi |[x]) ≤ R(aPi |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aPi |Cj)− λ(aNi |Cj))

λ(aNi |Ci)− λ(aPi |Ci)
,

R(aNi |[x]) ≤ R(aBi |[x]) ⇐⇒ Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤
∑j=m

j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj |[x])(λ(aBi |Cj)− λ(aNi |Cj))

λ(aNi |Ci)− λ(aBi |Ci)
.

By introducing three parameters:

αi =

∑j=m
j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj|[x])(λ(aPi

|Cj) − λ(aBi
|Cj))

λ(aBi
|Ci) − λ(aPi

|Ci)
,

βi =

∑j=m
j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj|[x])(λ(aBi

|Cj) − λ(aNi
|Cj))

λ(aNi
|Ci) − λ(aBi

|Ci)
,

γi =

∑j=m
j=1,j ̸=i Pr(Cj|[x])(λ(aPi

|Cj) − λ(aNi
|Cj))

λ(aNi
|Ci) − λ(aPi

|Ci)
. (6.4)

We can express concisely the decision rules (P)-(N) as:

(P) If Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥ αi and Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥ γi, decide x ∈ POS(Ci);

(B) If Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤ αi and Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥ βi, decide x ∈ BND(Ci);

(N) If Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤ βi and Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤ γi, decide x ∈ NEG(Ci).
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Each rule is defined by two out of the three parameters.

The conditions of rule (B) suggest that it maybe reasonable to impose the con-

straint αi > βi so that the boundary region may be non-empty. We can add a sufficient

condition on the loss function to ensure αi > βi as follow:

(c3).
λ(aNi

|Ci) − λ(aBi
|Ci)

λ(aBi
|Cj) − λ(aNi

|Cj)
>
λ(aBi

|Ci) − λ(aPi
|Ci)

λ(aPi
|Cj) − λ(aBi

|Cj)
. (6.5)

The condition (c2) and (c3) imply that αi > γi > βi ≥ 0. After tie-breaking, the

following simplified rules are obtained:

(P) If Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥ αi, decide x ∈ POS(Ci);

(B) If βi < Pr(Ci|[x]) < αi, decide x ∈ BND(Ci);

(N) If Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤ βi, decide x ∈ NEG(Ci).

From the rules (P), (B), and (N), the (αi, βi)-probabilistic positive, negative and

boundary regions are given, respectively, by:

POS(αi,βi)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | Pr(Ci|[x]) ≥ αi},

BND(αi,βi)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | βi < Pr(Ci|[x]) < αi},

NEG(αi,βi)(Ci) = {x ∈ U | Pr(Ci|[x]) ≤ βi}. (6.6)

We can extend the probabilistic approximations and regions of a single class to a

partition. Let πD be a partition of the universe U , defined by the decision attribute

D. The three regions of the partition πD can be defined as:

POS(α,β)(πD) =
∪

1≤i≤m

POS(αi,βi)(Ci),

BND(α,β)(πD) =
∪

1≤i≤m

BND(αi,βi)(Ci),

NEG(α,β)(πD) = U − POS(α,β)(πD) ∪ BND(α,β)(πD). (6.7)
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Table 6.1: A loss function table

C1 C2 C3 C4

aP1 0 2 3 8

aB1 5 1 1 3

aN1 10 0 0 0

aP2 10 0 20 30

aB2 5 7 10 15

aN2 0 15 0 0

aP3 28 25 0 30

aB3 12 11 10 13

aN3 0 0 20 0

aP4 9 5 3 0

aB4 4 2 1 15

aN4 0 0 0 30

It is necessary to have a further study on the three probabilistic regions of a classifi-

cation, as well as the associated rules. In general, one has to consider the problem of

rule conflict resolution in order to make effective acceptance, rejection, and abstaining

decisions.
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6.1.4 An Example

Consider a medical diagnostic example, there is a set of four types of diseases Ω =

{C1, C2, C3, C4}. Each disease Ci associated with three actions A = {aPi
, aBi

, aNi
},

where aPi
indicates that the doctor decides to treat the patient, aNi

indicates that

the doctor decides not to treat the patient, and aBi
indicates that the doctor neither

treat nor not treat the patient, further tests are needed. Suppose the symptoms of a

new patient are described by [x], the conditional probabilities of the four diseases can

be derived from hospital historical data as follows:

Pr(C1|[x]) = 0.4, P r(C2|[x]) = 0.2, P r(C3|[x]) = 0.15, P r(C4|[x]) = 0.25.

The loss functions for the four diseases are represented in Table 6.1. Suppose the

four diseases are listed in the increasing order of their severity levels, we can see that

the loss incurred for misdiagnosing a patient having disease C1 to C4 is higher than

misdiagnosing a patient having disease C1 to C2 or to C3.

Based on equation (6.4) and Table 6.1, we can compute the pairs of thresholds

(αi, βi) for the four diseases as:

α1 = 0.35, β1 = 0.22;

α2 = 0.94, β2 = 0.78;

α3 = 0.83, β3 = 0.65;

α4 = 0.19, β4 = 0.14.

Now we can compare the conditional probabilities with the corresponding thresholds.

Since Pr(C1|[x]) = 0.4 > α1 and Pr(C4|[x]) = 0.25 > α4, class C1 and C4 are in the
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positive region. The new patient could have both disease C1 and C4, or either one

of them. Rule conflict resolution should be added at this point to further distinguish

which disease that the patient is more likely to have.

6.2 Classification of the Deferred Examples

The cost-sensitive three-way decision approach introduced in this thesis allows a clas-

sifier to make a deferment decision when it is difficult to decide the class of an example,

rather than being forced to make an immediate decision. The deferred examples must

be reexamined by collecting further information. A question that remains is how to

determine the classification of the deferred examples. One obvious solution is to re-

examine and classify them manually. A better solution is to automatically classify

these examples by a learning method.

In this section, I propose a solution to this problem based on the idea of granular

computing (GrC) [141, 144]. Granular computing is an area of study that explores

different levels of granularity in human-centered perception, problem solving, and

information processing, as well as their implications and applications in the design

and implementation of knowledge-intensive intelligent systems [4,51,70,114,117,120].

An decision tree learning method is introduced that further classifies the deferred

examples by searching for effective granularity. A decision tree is constructed based

on three-way decisions with DTRS. At each level, I sequentially choose the attributes

that provide the most suitable granularity. A subtree is added if the conditional

probability lies in between of the two thresholds. A branch reaches its leaf node when
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the conditional probability is above or equal to the first threshold value, or is below or

equal to the second threshold value. More specifically, I start from the bigger granule

at the top level of the tree, if the classification decision can not be made based on

this granularity, I then search for the smaller granules by adding more attribute as

inner nodes, until all the examples are correctly classified or certain condition is met.

If the granularity at the current level is sufficient for classification, a finer level of

granularity may not be needed at all, this ensures the generated decision tree to be

“almost minimal”.

6.2.1 Representation of Granules

A central notion in GrC is information and knowledge granularity. Following the

classical interpretation of a concept as a pair of an extension and an intension [16,57],

a granule can be interpreted as a pair of a set of objects and a logic formula describing

the granule. Different sized granules form different levels of granularity. The detailed

formulations are introduced as follows.

Recall that an information table can be represented in the form of S = (U,At =

A ∪ {D}, {Va}, {Ia}), where A is a set of condition attributes describing the objects,

and D is a decision attribute that indicates the classes of objects. Different attribute

subsets will give different equivalence classes. For example, Table 6.2 is a simple

information table, the column labeled by Class denotes an expert’s classification of

the objects. In Table 6.2, if attribute A = {Eyes} is chosen, we can obtain the

following family of equivalence classes, or a partition of U :

[x]{Eyes} = {{o1, o3, o4, o6, o8}, {o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11}}.
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Table 6.2: A simple information table

Object Weight Hair Eyes Class

o1 normal red blue +

o2 low dark brown +

o3 low grey blue +

o4 high red blue +

o5 low blond brown -

o6 high dark blue -

o7 low red brown +

o8 low blond blue +

o9 low grey brown -

o10 normal dark brown +

o11 high dark brown -

If we consider attribute A = {Eyes,Weight}, the family of equivalence classes is:

[x]{Eyes,Weight} = {{o1}, {o2, o5, o7, o9}, {o3, o8},

{o4, o6}, {o10}, {o11}}.

If we consider each equivalence class as a granule, by choosing different set of attributes

from an information table, different granularities can be produced. For certain appli-

cations, we may only need to look at granularities of a certain level.

Traditionally, a concept is interpreted as a pair of intension and extension. The

intension of a concept is given by a set of properties. In order to formally define
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intensions of concepts, we adopt the decision logic language L used and studied by

Pawlak [64] and Zhou and Yao [129, 137, 139]. Formulas of L are constructed recur-

sively based on a set of atomic formulas corresponding to some basic concepts. The

set of atomic formulas are constructed from an attribute-value pair. With respect to

an attribute a ∈ At and an attribute value v ∈ Va, an atomic formula of the language

L is denoted by (a = v). An object x ∈ U satisfies an atomic formula (a = v) if the

value of x on attribute a equals to value v, written as:

x |= (a = v) iff Ia(x) = v.

From atomic formulas, we can construct other formulas by applying the logic connec-

tives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, and ↔. Each formula represents an intension of a concept. For two

formulas ϕ and ψ, we say that ϕ is more specific than ψ, and ψ is more general than ϕ,

if and only if ϕ→ ψ, namely, ψ logically follows from ϕ. In other words, the formula

ϕ→ ψ is satisfied by all objects with respect to any universe U and any information

function Ia. If ϕ is more specific than ψ, we write ϕ ≼ ψ, and call ϕ a sub-concept of

ψ, and ψ a super-concept of ϕ.

In inductive learning and concept formation, extensions of concepts are normally

defined with respect to a particular training set of examples. If ϕ is a formula, the set

m(ϕ) defined by:

m(ϕ) = {x ∈ U | x |= ϕ}, (6.8)

is called the meaning of the formula ϕ in M . The meaning of a formula ϕ is therefore

the set of all objects having the property expressed by the formula ϕ. In other words,

ϕ can be viewed as the description of the set of objects m(ϕ). Thus, a connection
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between formulas and subsets of U is established. For example, in Table 6.2, if

attribute A = {Eyes} is chosen, the two equivalence classes can be written as:

m(Eyes = blue) = {o1, o3, o4, o6, o8},

m(Eyes = brown) = {o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11},

where Eyes = blue and Eyes = brown are the intensions of the concepts described by

the formulas of the language L.

With the introduction of language L, we have a formal description of concepts. A

concept definable in a model S is a pair (ϕ,m(ϕ)), where ϕ ∈ L. More specifically,

ϕ is a description of m(ϕ) in S, the intension of concept (ϕ,m(ϕ)), and m(ϕ) is the

set of objects satisfying ϕ, the extension of concept (ϕ,m(ϕ)). A concept (ϕ,m(ϕ)) is

said to be a sub-concept of another concept (ψ,m(ψ)), or (ψ,m(ψ)) a super-concept

of (ϕ,m(ϕ)), in an information table if m(ϕ) ⊆ m(ψ). A concept (ϕ,m(ϕ)) is said

to be a smallest non-empty concept in S if there does not exist another non-empty

proper sub-concept of (ϕ,m(ϕ)).

Concept learning, to a large extent, depends on the structures of concept space

and the target concepts. In general, one may not be able to obtain an effective and

efficient learning algorithm, if no restrictions are imposed on the concept space. For

this reason, each learning algorithm typically focuses on a specific type of concept.

6.2.2 A Learning Algorithm based on GrC

For classification problems, ID3 [71] is a well-known algorithm used to generate a deci-

sion tree by sequentially choosing the attribute that gives the most information about
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the class label, the leaf node is added to a branch if all examples have the same class

labels. In this subsection, I introduce a learning method to construct a decision tree

for classification based on three-way decisions with DTRS [121]. A subtree is added

recursively if the conditional probability lies in between of the two threshold values α

and β. Otherwise, a leaf node is added if the conditional probability Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α,

or Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β, or if the granule meets certain condition. A general scheme of this

classification process is shown as follows.

GrCL

Use the entire training set as the unlabeled root node of a decision tree;

while there is an unlabeled leaf node in the tree do

Choose an unlabeled leaf node;

if the a posteriori probability is above or equal to α then

Change the node to a labeled leaf node with label = “accept”;

else if the a posteriori probability is below or equal to β then

Change the node to a labeled leaf node with label = “reject”;

else if the granule meets certain conditions then

Change the node to a labeled leaf node with label = “deferment”;

else

Replace the unlabeled node with an attribute with each branch

corresponds to an attribute value, divide the granule into unlabeled

nonempty sub-granules based on the attribute value

end

end

return a ternary classification tree.
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Instead of generating the decision tree based on the information gain, in this

approach, the attributes of each inner node of the decision tree are sequentially selected

by searching for the most suitable granularity at each level. The actual learning

process of building the decision tree is a little bit more complicated. There are a few

important steps involved in the learning method, which can be described as follows.

Step 1: At the top most level, the attribute has the least attribute values is

selected as the root node a, which will give us the largest granulation. If there is more

than one attribute satisfies this condition, we choose the attribute that has has the

minimum number of objects in its corresponding boundary region of C.

Step 2, A new branch is added for each possible value vi of a. Estimate the

conditional probability Pr(C|[x]) of each branch with respect to a. If Pr(C|[x]) ≥ α,

objects of this branch belong to the positive region, add a leaf node labeled as accept ;

if Pr(C|[x]) ≤ β, objects of this branch belong to the negative region, add a leaf node

labeled as reject ; if granule defined at the current level meet our predefined condition,

add a leaf node labeled as deferment. Otherwise, the classification of this branch can

not be determined, we then search for the next suitable granularity.

Step 3, At the next level, choose an attribute b that has the least attribute values

from (At−{a}) as the child node for the branch. This time, Des[x] = (a = vi ∧ b = vj),

where vj represents the possible values of b. Similarly, if there is more than one at-

tribute satisfies this condition, we choose the attribute that has the minimum number

of objects in its corresponding boundary regions of C. Repeat Step 2. until we can

find a leaf node for each branch.

This three-way classification process is illustrated in the following example.
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6.2.3 An Example

Table 6.2 is an information table. At the top level, attribute Eyes is chosen as the root

node since it has the least attribute values. Two branches are added corresponding to

two possible values Eyes=blue and Eyes=brown, which divides the data set into two

granules:

m(Eyes = blue) = {o1, o3, o4, o6, o8},

m(Eyes = brown) = {o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11}.

And since

m(Class = +) = {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}.

The conditional probability of each equivalence class can be calculated as follows:

Pr(+ | [o1]{Eyes}) =
|{o1, o3, o4, o6, o8} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o1, o3, o4, o6, o8}|

=
4

5
,

P r(+ | [o2]{Eyes}) =
|{o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11}|

=
1

2
.

Assume the two thresholds calculated from the loss functions are α = 0.6 and β = 0.4 .

We have Pr(+ | [o1]{Eyes})≥ α, objects {o1, o3, o4, o6, o8} belong to the positive region

of class +, a leaf node can be added to this branch with the class label +. We also

have β < Pr(+ | [o2]{Eyes}) < α, objects {o2, o5, o7, o9, o10, o11} belong to the boundary

region of class + and need to be further analyzed.

At the second level, attribute Weight is chosen since it has less attribute values

than attribute Hair. A subtree is added to the Eyes=brown branch, with three new
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branches corresponding to three possible values, that is, Weight=normal, Weight=high,

and Weight=low, which divide the data set into three granules:

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = normal) = {o10},

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = high) = {o11},

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = low) = {o2, o5, o7, o9}.

The conditional probability of each equivalence class can be calculated as follows:

Pr(+ | [o10]{Eyes,Weight}) =
|{o10} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o10}|

= 1,

P r(+ | [[o11]{Eyes,Weight}) =
|{o11} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o11}|

= 0,

P r(+ | [o2]{Eyes,Weight}) =
|{o2, o5, o7, o9} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o2, o5, o7, o9}|

=
1

2
.

Assume that we use the same α and β. We have Pr(+ | [o10]{Eyes,Weight}) ≥ α, objects

{o10} belong to the positive region of class +, a leaf node can be added to this branch

with the class label +. We also have Pr(+ | [o11]{Eyes,Weight}) ≤ β, objects {o11}

belong to the negative region of class +, a leaf node can be added to this branch with

the class label -. Finally, β < Pr(+ | [o2]{Eyes,Weight}) < α, objects {o2, o5, o7, o9}

belong to the boundary region of class + and need to be further analyzed.

At the third level, attribute Hair is chosen. A subtree is added to the Eyes = brown

∧Weight = low branch, with four new branches corresponding to four possible value,

that is, Hair = red, Hair = blond, Hair = grey, and Hair = dark, which divide the
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data set into four granules:

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = low ∧Hair = red) = {o7},

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = low ∧Hair = blond) = {o5},

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = low ∧Hair = grey) = {o9},

m(Eyes = brown ∧Weight = low ∧Hair = dark) = {o2}.

The conditional probability of each equivalence class can be calculated as follows:

Pr(+ | [o7]{Eyes,Weight,Hair}) =
|{o7} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o7}|

= 1,

P r(+ | [o5]{Eyes,Weight,Hair}) =
|{o5} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o5}|

= 0,

P r(+ | [o9]{Eyes,Weight,Hair}) =
|{o9} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o9}|

= 0,

P r(+ | [o2]{Eyes,Weight,Hair}) =
|{o2} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o4, o7, o8, o10}|

|{o2}|

= 1.

Assume that we use the same thresholds α and β. We have {o7} and {o2} in the

positive region of class +, a leaf node can be added to both of these branches with

class label +. We also have {o9} and {o5} in the negative region of class +, a leaf

node can be added to both of these branches with class label -. Up to this point, all

the objects in the data set have been classified, the decision tree is complete. This

classification process in search of effective granularity based on three-way decisions
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is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Note that the decision tree can be complete at certain

level if a finner granularity is not needed. Compare to other decision tree algorithms,

such as ID3 and C4.5, the learning algorithm based on GrC does not allow to have

different order of attributes on different branches. It may produce a deeper tree for

certain datasets.
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The top level

m(Eyes=brown) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=low) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=normal) 

The second level 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=low Hair=grey) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=low Hair=red)

The third level 

m(Eyes=blue) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=high) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=low Hair=blond) 

m(Eyes=brown Weight=low Hair=dark)

Granules belong to the boundary region  

Examples of granules those are positive 

Figure 6.1: The classification process in search of effective granularity based on three-

way decisions
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

RESEARCH

In this chapter, I conclude the presented work, summarize contributions of the thesis,

and outline some possible future research directions.

7.1 Summary

The contributions of this thesis are fourfold: a unified framework of cost-sensitive

three-way decisions for building ternary classifiers, a complete model of Bayesian

rough sets, a practical email spam filtering architecture based on this model, and an

investigation of two extensions of the basic model. I detail each of the contributions

as follows.

A cost-sensitive approach to ternary classification is presented in this thesis. Com-

pared to the most commonly used binary classification, a third choice is added for
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making classification decisions, which gives the user the flexibility of refusing to make

an immediate decision under certain conditions. The theoretical foundation of the ap-

proach is based on a unified framework that connections two powerful data analysis

tools, namely, Bayesian inference and rough set theory.

In the existing studies on Bayesian approaches to rough sets attention has been

mainly paid to mathematical constructions and formal properties of various notions.

The semantics of these models have not been explicitly studied and made clear.

Through a careful examination of these existing work, I divide them into two classes,

namely, decision-theoretic rough set models and confirmation-theoretic rough set mod-

els. Although these two classes share many similarities in terms of making use of

Bayes’ theorem and a pair of thresholds to produce three regions, their semantic in-

terpretations and hence intended applications are different. An understanding of the

differences behind these two applications enables me to focus on the classification task

and propose a framework of three-way decisions for building ternary classifiers.

By investigating the main results of existing probabilistic rough set models, I sum-

marize the salient features of each model and its unsolved problems. Existing studies

show that a probabilistic rough set model must address at least three issues, that is,

interpretation and computation of thresholds, estimation of conditional probability,

and interpretation and applications of three regions in data analysis. Such an under-

standing enables me to show that there is a lack of a well-developed Bayesian rough

set model and hence a complete model of Bayesian rough sets is introduced in this

thesis by investigating these basic issues. The Bayesian rough set models proposed in

this thesis are different from other Bayesian approaches to rough sets.
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Email spam filtering is used as a real world application to show the usefulness

of the three-way decision approach. The main difference between my approach and

other existing ternary email spam filtering methods is the computation of the required

thresholds. Instead of supplying them based on intuitive understandings or trail and

error, I provide a systematically calculation based on the decision-theoretic rough set

model. The cost associated with each decision is given by a loss function from the well

established Bayesian decision theory. The cost-sensitive characteristic of email spam

filtering is reflected by varying the values of loss functions. The experiment results on

several benchmark datasets show that the new approach outperforms other existing

spam filters in different cost settings and has the lowest overall cost.

Two extensions of the three-way decision approach are discussed. The first ex-

tension is the multi-class classifications. By changing an m-category classification

problem into m two-category classification problems, the three-way decision approach

for two-category classification can be immediately applied. This approach can be con-

sidered as a straightforward generalization of the three-way classification. The second

extension is the classification of the deferred examples. This can be done by automati-

cally searching for effective granularity. An adaptive learning algorithm is proposed, in

which a decision tree is generated by sequentially searching the attributes that provide

the most appropriate granularity. I analyze the differences between the new approach

and other existing works, and illustrative examples are given as demonstrations.
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7.2 Future Research

There are at least four interesting research directions arising from the investigation of

this thesis.

1. One can easily apply the methodology in this thesis to develop a different version

of a Bayesian rough set model with respect to any other definitions of three regions

(e.g., confirmation regions of confirmation-theoretic models), by focusing on the same

three basic issues. With further investigations, it may be possible to produce a more

grand Bayesian rough set model that encompasses these models as its special cases.

2. Bayesian inference leads to two types of applications. My main focus in this thesis

is on the first application, that is, classifying objects based on their satisfiability of

the hypothesis. The second application, namely, evaluating the quality of different

pieces of evidence, has not been fully explored. In future research, I will have a further

study on the second type of application and develop related methodologies for feature

selections.

3. Email spam filtering is used as a real world application to illustrate the usefulness of

proposed framework. In general, the three-way decision approach can also be applied

to junk eliminations of other types of web documents such as web pages, news groups

and blogs with slight modifications.

4. For three-way decisions on multi-class classification, one may have a further study

on three-way decision rules generated from different classes and the associated rule

conflict resolutions for real classification applications. For the classification of the
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deferred examples, I will continue working on the implementation of the algorithm

and compare the effects and efficiencies with some other related studies.

5. The class imbalance problem has been recognized as a crucial problem in machine

learning and data mining because in certain cases it causes seriously negative effect

on the performance of learning methods. It has been indicated that learning from

imbalanced data sets and learning when costs are unequal can be handled in a similar

manner and cost-sensitive learning is a good solution to the class imbalance problem.

One of my future research is to apply the proposed method in this thesis to class

imbalance problems.
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